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ABSTRACT

Participatory sensing frameworks use humans and their computing devices as a large mobile sensing network. Dramatic accessibility and affordability have turned mobile devices (smartphone and
tablet computers) into the most popular computational machines in the world, exceeding laptops.
By the end of 2013, more than 1.5 billion people on earth will have a smartphone. Increased coverage and higher speeds of cellular networks have given these devices the power to constantly stream
large amounts of data.
Most mobile devices are equipped with advanced sensors such as GPS, cameras, and microphones.
This expansion of smartphone numbers and power has created a sensing system capable of achieving tasks practically impossible for conventional sensing platforms. One of the advantages of
participatory sensing platforms is their mobility, since human users are often in motion. This dissertation presents a set of techniques for modeling and predicting user transportation patterns from
cell-phone and social media check-ins. To study large-scale transportation patterns, I created a
mobile phone app, Kpark, for estimating parking lot occupancy on the UCF campus. Kpark aggregates individual user reports on parking space availability to produce a global picture across all
the campus lots using crowdsourcing. An issue with crowdsourcing is the possibility of receiving inaccurate information from users, either through error or malicious motivations. One method
of combating this problem is to model the trustworthiness of individual participants to use that
information to selectively include or discard data.
This dissertation presents a comprehensive study of the performance of different worker quality
and data fusion models with plausible simulated user populations, as well as an evaluation of their
performance on the real data obtained from a full release of the Kpark app on the UCF Orlando
campus. To evaluate individual trust prediction methods, an algorithm selection portfolio was
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introduced to take advantage of the strengths of each method and maximize the overall prediction
performance.
Like many other crowdsourced applications, user incentivization is an important aspect of creating
a successful crowdsourcing workflow. For this project a form of non-monetized incentivization
called gamification was used in order to create competition among users with the aim of increasing
the quantity and quality of data submitted to the project. This dissertation reports on the performance of Kpark at predicting parking occupancy, increasing user app usage, and predicting worker
quality.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

With the rise in popularity of mobile handheld devices and the increase of their computational
ability, participatory sensing frameworks can be used to create a sensing platform capable of accomplishing tasks almost impossible to accomplish with conventional sensing networks [95]. In a
participatory sensing framework, users implicitly act as sensors and voluntarily provide data about
their surroundings. The data gathered from users can be processed to model and extract various
types of information from both the environment and the users themselves. Since the data generated from different users and devices can be highly variable, the topic of improving data quality
has gained significant interest among researchers [152]. Just like electronic sensors, humans make
mistakes when reporting data, however human error is often hard to identify. In a framework where
everyone can freely provide data, identifying the credibility of each source is challenging.

Predicting User Movements

Predicting and modeling human movement patterns (urban modeling) has significant commercial
and research value. Businesses can more effectively target their ads towards individuals who are
geographically closer to their business. Although users can experience long periods of regular
behavior during which it is possible to leverage the visitation time to learn a static user-specific
model of transportation patterns, many users exhibit a substantial amount of variability in their
travel patterns, either because their habits slowly change over time or they oscillate between several
different routines. In this dissertation two different mechanisms for efficient online updating of
user-specific destination prediction models have been introduced and evaluated (Chapter 3).
These methods combat this problem by doing an online modification of the contribution of past
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data to account for this drift in user behavior. By learning model updates, the proposed mechanisms, Discount Factor Adaptation updating and Dynamic Conditional Probability Table Assignment, can improve on the prediction accuracy of the best known methods on two challenging
location-based social networking datasets while remaining robust to the effects of missing and
often sparse check-in data.

Participatory Sensing

With the rise of hardware capabilities such as a bigger display and a faster processing unit, cell
phones are able to perform more sophisticated tasks. Smartphones are equipped with an increased
variety of sensors including a camera, gyroscope, microphone(s) and communication technologies
such as Bluetooth, WiFi and 4G LTE for fast Internet access. These sensors turn a smartphone into
a very advanced and powerful mobile sensing device. However, in cases where participant input is
required in combination with sensor data, the user remains a weak link in the system.
Measuring the credibility of user reports within a participatory sensing framework is challenging.
In this dissertation I examine this problem in the context of participatory sensing of parking occupancies of the University of Central Florida main campus parking lots/garages. Participatory
sensing is a specialized form of crowdsourcing for mobile devices in which the users act as sensors
to report on local environmental conditions, such as traffic, pollution, and wireless signal strength.
This computing framework has great promise as a tool for urban planners, but deploying new applications is a challenge since the overall performance can be sensitive to the specific user population.
Chapter 4 describes the process of prototyping a mobile phone crowdsourcing app for monitoring
parking availability on a large university campus. I present a case study that demonstrates how an
agent-based urban model can be used to perform a sensitivity analysis of the comparative susceptibility of different data fusion paradigms to potentially troublesome user behaviors: 1) poor user
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enrollment, 2) infrequent usage, 3) a preponderance of untrustworthy users.
Due to the decreasing cost and the increasing accessibility, more than 22% of earth’s population
are expected to have a smartphone by the end of 2013 [81]. Smartphones have become the ultimate
devices for sensing the environment to a level that’s almost impossible for other non-smartphone
based platforms to achieve. For instance, submission of GPS data by individuals through their
smartphones promises to increase our ability to understand transportation behavior to an accuracy
never achievable before. Tilak et al. [146] offers a six step guide for building a participatory
sensing application:

• Recruitment and coordination: In the first phase, users are recruited and presented with the
necessary software to install on their phones and also trained about app usage, data security
and any privacy policies / consent forms.
• Sensor data acquisition: The recruited individuals are now ready to gather the data while
continuing their everyday routines.
• Data transfer: The acquired data is submitted to online or intranet based servers for preprocessing and storage.
• Data management and storage: This stage must ensure the storage of data, either on a
single computer or on the cloud.
• Data analysis and visualization: The stored data often requires cleaning and de-noising before it goes through application specific machine learning and pattern recognition methods.
• Feedback/control: The final step is to present meaningful information that can be used to
perform a specific action (such as warning users about upcoming traffic). This information
should be potentially beneficial for the users.
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The six steps mentioned above are steps of a very typical workflow of a participatory sensing
application, however, more specific applications might have slightly different procedures (such as
manual data entry by users as opposed to automatic sensing by the device sensors). The concept
of participatory sensing itself can be divided into three major categories [64]:

• Collective design and investigation: In this category, the participants have personal interest
in the outcome of the study. They have an active role in the entire sensing sequence and are
not just passive data collectors for the study.
• Public contribution: Here the participants don’t have a say-so in the participatory sensing
research objectives and work solely on gathering data for the study. The data in this category
is usually anonymized and stored on a public database, and the users are considered as public
contributors.
• Personal use and reflection: The participants in the category are interested in improving
themselves and their experience through the application, such as a busy individual interested
in finding out more about his/her daily habits such as eating or sleeping. The individual might
also be interested to see if a particular medication or exercise has had a positive impact on
his/her life.

Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing is the term associated with outsourcing a complex task to the crowd [108]. Complex tasks are often tasks that can not be performed automatically by computers or electronic
sensors due to the lack of technology or infrastructure. Wikipedia [158] is an example of crowdsourcing applied to the complex task of documenting the current state of human knowledge. It
has many millions of articles in more than 40 languages, and each article has been written and
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maintained by the crowd (also known as community). Crowdsourcing can be found virtually everywhere, even Google uses crowdsourcing to some extent; pages are ranked higher in search once
they have been visited more often by the crowd [131]. Crowdsourcing can be categorized into four
groups [29]:

• Organization. Here the crowd will organize existing content in order to create new content.
An example of this category is StumbleUpon [141] in which users in the online community
discover and rate content (i.e. web pages, video, images, documents, multimedia articles) in
order to form a virtual recommendation engine.
• Invention. This category of crowdsourcing utilizes the crowd to either propose/rank an idea
for a new product or to improve the development of an existing product. An example of this
is My Starbucks Idea [139] in which Starbucks asks the community to share suggestions and
vote for new products/services.
• Creation. In this category the crowd creates, owns, and maintains new content. Unlike
the invention category in which the company hosting the crowdsourced problem owns the
solution, here the community is the sole owner of the product in its entirety. An example of
this category is Idea Bounty and Wikipedia. In the case of Idea Bounty, someone posts a brief
of an idea, and this brief is distributed to the crowd. Later on creative solutions are suggested
by the crowd and the best solution and its creator are then rewarded by the community.
• Prediction. Here the crowd is asked to submit ideas and later on to vote for them. An
example of this kind of crowdsourcing is Media Predict [107] where individuals are asked
to vote on media trends. Essentially this will assist media companies in determining what
people like to watch by generating predictions of what will or will not succeed.
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Despite the fact that crowdsourcing heavily relies on the crowd in some form, various applications
of crowdsourcing vary on the platform level. Some applications are ’centrally controlled’ and
others are ’community controlled’ [131]. Platforms that are controlled centrally are essentially
guided and formalized by a central system. On the other hand platforms that are controlled by the
community offer the community a far greater share of the outcome. As an example, Threadless
[145] offers its users the ability to seek and rate a particular design of a T-shirt, and the top rated
designs are used to make T-shirts for sale.

Modeling User Errors

Unlike many software applications, the performance of a participatory sensing framework improves with user enrollment, which poses interesting challenges to the quality assurance and deployment process. Rather than concentrating on stress testing the application with large numbers of
users, the question becomes how the system will perform during the initial recruitment phase when
the number of participants is low. Although some participatory sensing applications are altruistic
in nature [140, 121], in many cases having access to the aggregate information is an integral part
of the incentive mechanism. For instance, users providing information about pollen count or gas
prices are usually interested in accessing information provided by other users. If the initial rollout is disappointing, a vicious dropout cycle can ensue as users stop using the application which
further sabotages the experience of the remaining participants.
Chapter 4 presents a case study on the use of agent-based modeling to evaluate participatory sensing applications, specifically a mobile phone crowdsourcing app for monitoring parking lot usage
on a large university campus. Our evaluation focuses on a comparison of trust-based fusion techniques for modeling the users’ reliability and aggregating individual reports. For participatory
sensing, it is particularly important to make efficient use of every user report. Compared to work6

ers on crowdsourcing platforms such as Mechanical Turk, participants are much less fungible. It
is unlikely that another user will be able to report on the same location at precisely the same time,
rendering simple majority voting mechanisms less useful. Conversely, accurate user modeling
assumes a greater importance since it is more feasible to get multiple reports from a single worker.
In this dissertation, we treat the user modeling issue as a problem of estimating participant trustworthiness from a limited number of reports. Based on our deployment experiences, there are
three main causes for inaccurate reporting: 1) problems with the user interface, 2) spatial confusion about the parking lot location, 3) deceptive behavior from users concealing their secret parking
strategies. The experiments presented in Section 4 evaluate the use of a simplified trust model that
collapses these three issues into a single dimension. The trustworthiness of the reporting user is
then factored into the fusion process to aggregate the reports into a cohesive overview of parking
lot occupancy.
Previous work has demonstrated that participatory sensing frameworks can be an invaluable tool
for addressing many types of urban planning problems, assuming sufficient user adoption [6, 140].
It is significantly cheaper than deploying dedicated sensors to the campus parking lots. The aim
of the study was to examine the performance of different trust prediction models and aggregation
techniques under the potentially unfavorable initial conditions that will be experienced by early
software adopters. The following three situations are assumed: 1) Low user enrollment, 2) Low
reporting frequency, 3) A preponderance of (untrustworthy) users who are unfamiliar with the app.
After an initial testing period which focused on improving the usability of the mobile phone application, we evaluated potential deployment scenarios using an agent-based model of transportation
patterns [17, 18] on the campus that was initialized with data from an electronic survey on student
housing, transportation, and dining preferences.
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Incentivization

Applications such as Waze (traffic prediction), GasBuddy (price comparison), and Yelp (restaurant
ratings), are staple elements on many people’s smart phones. However, to reach their full potential,
these community-based applications need to attract an active contributor base to provide data, not
just passive users who are interested in benefiting from the aggregated data.
This dissertation describes my experiences recruiting users for a community-based sensing campaign on a university campus to track student parking lot occupancy. The aim of the project is to
create a real-time map of parking availability across all the student parking lots, using a combination of an agent-based transportation model of campus traffic flows and real-time data provided
by users through a mobile phone application. Due to the chronic parking shortages during peak
university business hours, parking availability is a constant concern for students who opt to live
a short distance away from campus and drive in for classes and events, rather than using the university shuttle system. There is clearly a large population of potential passive users, interested in
viewing the real-time map. However in order to make the map accurate, we also need a constant
stream of real-time reports from the parking lots during weekday business hours.
One concern is that community-based sensing applications are sensitive to virtuous and vicious
cycles [44]. High participation leads to an improved global map, which in turn attracts more users
and creates even greater participation. On the other hand, the apps are vulnerable to failure during
the low participation period that often occurs after the initial release; users rapidly lose interest if
the global map is not sufficiently accurate, leading to worse maps and higher dropout rates.
To avoid this problem, we decided to include a small mobile phone game with our app and to
reward the users with in-game perks for making parking reports. Games have been demonstrated
to be a useful mechanism for bolstering user interest [49, 30] and have been an integral component
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of attracting users to many crowdsourcing tasks, such as annotating visual and natural language
databases [153]. This dissertation presents a study of how introducing a game component affects
user participation in a community sensing application. We report data on both the level of participation and the worker quality of gamers vs. non-gamers. The most striking finding is that the level
of participation appears to follow a power-law distribution, with a small number of contributors
producing almost all of the user reports. Hence, we believe that the best way to increase the reporting rate is to concentrate our development efforts on mechanisms that benefit this small core
of users.

Research Contributions

In summary my dissertation introduces new algorithms for the following tasks:

• Predicting users’ future locations from past social media check-ins;
• Aggregating geo-location data across multiple users;
• Inferring user’s trustworthiness at accurately reporting information in a participatory sensing
framework;
• Developing an algorithm selection portfolio for utilizing various trust inference methods in
different scenarios;
• Examining the effect of gamification in trust-based crowdsourcing applications.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter presents a summary of related work about modeling user movement patterns, crowdsourcing, computational models of reputation, and participatory sensing data quality.

Modeling Human Movement Patterns

Learning techniques that leverage temporal dependencies between subsequent locations can perform well at modeling human transportation patterns from GPS data. Although the assignment
of GPS readings to road segments can be a noisy process, GPS generally provides a good continuous stream of data that can be used to learn a variety of models such as dynamic Bayesian
networks [99], conditional random fields [100], or hidden Markov models [98]. The problem can
also be formulated as an inverse reinforcement learning problem [171] in which the users are attempting to select trajectories that maximize an unknown reward function. Another predictive
assumption that can be made is that the users are operating according to a steering model that
minimizes velocity changes; this model can be combined with hidden state estimation techniques
to predict future user positions [143].
The datasets that are used in this research contain user check-ins collected from defunct locationbased social networking sites (part of the Stanford SNAP Dataset Collection[1]). Unlike the Reality Mining [52] or the Microsoft Multiperson Location Survey (MSMLS) [94] datasets, the user
must voluntarily check-in to the social media site to announce his/her presence to other users. If
the user doesn’t check in, no data is collected. Thus, there are often significant discontinuities
in the data when the user neglects to check in, and it is likely that users opt to under-report their
presence at certain locations.
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Rather than trying to learn temporal dependencies, our aim is to use the visitation time as the key
feature, which is less sensitive to discontinuous data but very sensitive to local changes in the
users’ habits. These patterns can be discovered by doing an eigendecomposition analysis of the
data [53], and interestingly can be predictive of users’ activities several years into the future as
shown in [127]. Cho et al. [31] demonstrate that a large section of this dataset can be fitted using a
two-state mixture of Gaussians with a time-dependent state prior (Periodic Mobility Model), which
we use as one of our comparison benchmarks; the two latent states in their model correspond to
the user’s home and work locations. The main contribution of this project is to demonstrate how
online learning can improve destination prediction by making the learned models more robust to
temporary disruptions in user behavior patterns.

Crowdsourcing

Mobile crowdsourcing systems have established themselves as a viable commercial technology
for urban sensing; apps such as Waze (traffic prediction), GasBuddy (cheap fuel prices), and Yelp
(restaurant ratings) have become a staple component of many people’s smart phones. The problem
of creating a worker pool for these types of applications was analyzed by Reddy et al. [121] in
the context of documenting sustainability practices through geo-tagged photos. A recruitment
framework can be used to identify a suitable group of participants, based on their transportation and
participation habits, to accomplish specific data collection requirements outlined by the campaign
organizers. Reddy et al. [121] divided their recruitment framework into three phases: 1) qualifier,
2) assessment, 3) progress review.
Rather than eliminating potential users based on a qualifier task, our application retains all user
data while incorporating the output of the trust prediction model to create the aggregate parking
occupancy map. The incentive strategies employed by their campaign, a combination of direct re11

muneration plus the personal satisfaction of contributing to an important cause, are very different
from the direct benefit conferred to our users from accessing the fused parking occupancy data.
Information provided by the SEAL platform (Sentiment-Enhanced Location search) also directly
benefits users who can improve their location search experience by providing more check-ins and
comments to Foursquare [162]. Unfortunately in our framework, while individual users are motivated to use the app, there is no direct incentive to providing accurate parking information so
inferring the trustworthiness of users remains an important component of overall system performance.
Web 2.0 has gained a lot of attention in the past few years [129]. Despite the fact that social Web
has been proven a reality as evidenced by the high stock values of Facebook and MySpace, the
full level of Web 2.0 possibilities has yet to be explored by the business world. Notable exceptions
to this trend are marketing [91] and Business Intelligence (BI). The next step is enhancing the
performance of companies within the industry. Schenk et al. [130] noted: ”Why should a firm
outsource certain activities in countries where labor is inexpensive, when by using the Internet,
firms are a mouse click away from an eclectic, university educated, population ready to invest in
intellectually stimulating projects for little or no remuneration?”.
In order to deal with this issue, Eli Lilly (the American multinational pharmaceutical company)
created a crowdsourcing platform called InnoCentive in 1998. The actual word ’crowdsourcing’
was first used 8 years later by Howe et al. [74]. Crowdsourcing is often only indirectly discussed
in papers regarding open source ([39]; [3]) or mentioned simply as an example of Web 2.0 ([142];
[5]). However, Brabham [23] focuses on crowdsourcing more specifically by providing rich and
strong case studies about Istockphoto.
Applications can now find relevant information utilizing automated information retrieval techniques [26], however, the development of such techniques usually depends on data annotation
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which is expensive and quite slow despite the advances of stochastic evaluation which significantly
decreases the need for human annotation and assessments. For instance, the Cranfield paradigm
for evaluating information retrieval systems [33] depends on human workers to manually assess
documents for topical relevance.
Wikification and crowdsourcing of GIS was first used by Kamel et al. [20] about two years before Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) by Goodchilds [66]. Google Earth [80] serves
as a type of wikipedia for the Earth. Millions of contributers have uploaded their own media and
even 3D models to various locations in the Google Earth database [22]. Live traffic updates can
be generated using GPS (Global Positioning System) traces from smartphones. Geo-tagged audio
samples uploaded by users through their location-enabled smartphones can be merged to create
noise-pollution maps for the city at different times of the day throughout the week [87]. These
kinds of applications are also known as crowdsourcing or participatory sensing applications since
they rely on individual contribution and the crowd to operate properly. They have advanced significantly due to the rapid decrease of price and increase of availability of online and geo-enabled
mobile devices [21].
Geolocation-enabled mobile crowdsourcing apps like Love Clean Streets [14], HealthMaps Outbreaks Near Me [71], and Med-Watcher [70], utilize the social web to help their respective communities using a high volume of user engagement. Crowdsourced mapping applications include
Sickweather [136], a social network for sickness forecasting and mapping; the crowdsourced radiation maps [128] that made headlines following Japan’s Fukushima disaster; and the Lunch Break
Web map [7] visualizing patterns of eating lunch. These freely available apps and maps are good
examples of crowdsourced applications that facilitate cheap real-time monitoring of the environment.
GeoChat [82] and Ushahidi [150] are two crowdsourcing apps that allow their users to submit data
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with SMS (Short Message Service), Web forms/e-mail and Twitter [147] support. They can be
deployed on a server by individuals with the necessary technical background or used as a service
hosted by their corresponding providers (i.e. Crowdmap [38] is the hosted version of Ushahidi).
Multiple data streams can feed crisis information to Ushahidi and Crowdmap in real-time; crowdsourced maps of the 2010 Haitian earthquake [151] and the info-map of the Thailand Flood Crisis
[10] were generated using this service.
Other than human generated input, fixed or mobile specialized sensor devices (i.e. environmental and weather sensors) are being equipped with wireless communication frameworks such as
Bluetooth in order to enable them to send non-human input to a centralized database [22]. Such
sensors tend to operate in a network, and can submit real-time data at specific time intervals autonomously. The submitted data is often treated as a singular and is gathered in remote stations
(also known as ’situation rooms’) where they are fused with data from human-based nodes and
processed/visualized all in real-time. An example of this type of framework is DERI’s live sensor
geomashup [47] [48], which supports monitoring, surveillance and/or decision-making types of
tasks.

Participatory Sensing

More than two billion people carry smartphones that are increasingly capable of transmitting many
forms of data (i.e. image, acoustic, location) either interactively or autonomously. If they are
programmed properly, they can be used as sensor nodes and geolocation-aware data collection
devices [25].
Data from these mobile devices can be aggregated to provide the public with a better understanding
of the environment. For instance, air quality data gathered using mobile devices can inform public
health decisions. Big cities face substantial air pollution problems; for instance, Los Angeles was
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titled ”Metropolitan Area Most Polluted by Year-Round Particle Pollution” [8]. Lena et al. [97]
document a project that studied heavy truck traffic at the Hunts Point area in New York City and its
effect on locals who were diagnosed with asthma. They were able to visualize a map of pollutant
particles using sensors and found a link between the density of truck traffic and the levels of diesel
exhaust particulates. They were also able to uncover the illegal use of non-designated truck routes.
It is desirable to have communities be able to gather data directly without the help of technical
experts. The term ”grassroots sensing” follows this idea in which communities should be able
to sense the environment and perform tasks that will benefit citizens without waiting for any additional project funding; an example task would be re-routing school buses from highly polluted
areas. Jason Corburn suggests that if such knowledge can be gathered in an effective manner, it
can also impact professional research and planning, as suggested in the American Journal of Public
Health [36]:
”[I]ncreasing evidence in the natural sciences, public health, and urban planning reveals that expert
assessments can miss important contextual information and need to be tempered by the experiences
and knowledge offered by lay publics. Successfully reconnecting planning and public health will
require the use of expert models, but it will also demand that these same models be recognized as
contingent and fallible. Democratizing practice in both fields demands that professional knowledge
not be compartmentalized from practical experience, that lay knowledge be considered alongside
expert judgments, and that the incomplete models of the technically literate not be mistaken for
the sum total of reality.”
In addition to creating air pollution maps, mobile crowdsourcing can also be used to help detect
the most fuel-efficient route for drivers, saving money and the environment. Raghu et al. [62]
have developed a navigation service called GreenGPS, that maps fuel consumption on city streets
by utilizing participatory sensing data. It allows drivers to find routes that are most fuel-efficient
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and also exploits the measurements of fuel consumption sensors in various vehicles. The fastest or
shortest routes are not necessarily the most fuel-efficient ones and the fuel-efficiency of routes may
also depend on the vehicle type as well. Their study proved participatory sensing can be useful in
determining the optimal route for driving.
GreenGPS is not the only participatory sensing application proven to be financially beneficial for
citizens. Due to the high cost of searching for the best prices for a product, many consumers
overpay [169]. Sites such as Slickdeals.net and other bargain hunting websites may get as many
as 2.5 million monthly visitors seeking to save money on shopping transactions. Deng et al. [46]
present a system called LiveCompare that uses smartphone cameras for finding grocery bargains
through participatory sensing.

Algorithm Selection Portfolio

Over the years, computer science research has produced many algorithms to solve or improve
performance on the same problem. In some cases the developed algorithm is completely superior
in comparison to its prior art, however, in many cases the newly invented algorithm outperforms
other algorithms only in very specific scenarios. For instance, an algorithm may utilize a heuristic
that is not universally applicable.
The majority of papers published on algorithm selection for artificial intelligence have focused
on improving the performance of combinatorial search problems [90]. Researchers have known
for quite some time that a single algorithm will not always perform optimally across the entire
problem space [4, 159]. The Algorithm Selection problem was first presented by Rice et al. [124]
who introduced a way to map algorithm-problem pairs to their performances given the existence
of an algorithm and problem space.
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Rice et al. [124] provide the following criteria for the process of selecting these algorithm-problem
pairs:

1. The best mapping between algorithm S(x) and problem x such that given problem x, the
algorithm S(x) maximizes the performance.
2. The best selection of an algorithm that minimizes the performance degradation of that algorithm on a subclass of problems with respect to the selection of all possible algorithms for
that subclass of problems.
3. The best mapping selection from all possible mappings between problems and algorithms
that minimizes the performance degradation.
4. The best algorithm to choose among all algorithms applied to each subclass of problems that
minimizes the performance degradation.

Although the first case might appear to be the most justified case, the other cases need to be taken
into consideration due to the lack of information about all individual members of the problem
and/or algorithm space. While theoretically choosing the best mapping from a set of problems to a
set of algorithms might seem to be easy, generalizing this mapping to generate good performance
for new problems is practically challenging and potentially undecidable. Guo et al. [68] demonstrated the advantages of selecting a mapping that generalizes well over one that has the highest
performance.
The understandability of a mapping may also be more important than its performance [69, 34, 154].
Similarly Xu et al. [160] chose their mapping based on the low level of complexity of calculating
the mapping. As Kothoff et al. [90] mentions:
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“For each problem in a given set, the features are extracted. The aim is to use these features to
produce the mapping that selects the algorithm with the best performance for each problem. The
actual performance mapping for each problem-algorithm pair is usually of less interest as long as
the individual best algorithm can be identified.”
Rice et al. [124] also considers the performance of a specific algorithm, a specific class of algorithms or a subclass of selection mappings to be the most influential factors involved in determining
such features. Machine learning is employed by the majority of approaches to accomplish mapping between the problem space to the algorithm space using extracted features from the problem
space [90]. Often a training phase is used to learn the performance of each algorithm and the
model obtained from such phase is then used to predict the performance of the algorithms upon
the introduction of new problems.
The machine learning techniques used to map problems to algorithms include a wide range of
powerful classification ensembles such as bagging [24] and boosting [58]. Bagging is an ensemble bootstrap [54] method in which classifiers are trained on multiple randomly generated redistributions of the training set. On the other hand boosting works by re-organizing the importance
of training dataset to bias future training rounds towards correctly classifying points misclassified
in previous rounds.

Incentivisation

An application is more likely to get adopted and used more frequently by its users if it’s fully or
partially gamified [49, 30]. Gamification is one method for encouraging users to publicly provide
their location information. In a mobile phone gamification scenario users act as sensors [66] and
the process of data collection is posed as a game for the users. In gamification, the entertainment
elements of computer games are introduced into serious applications to incentivize users to perform
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less interesting tasks. In the educational and human computing field, such approaches are known
by ”serious games” [172] and ”games with a purpose” [153] respectively. The social media and
digital marketing have also utilized this approach by the term ”gamification” [170].
Games can serve as good teaching tools because they make the learning process more enjoyable
[109, 72]. In gaming with a purpose, people cooperatively solve large computational problems in
computer vision or network security, posed as games [153, 19]. Social location sharing apps are
one of the many types of applications built on the gamification model (i.e. Foursquare, Gowalla,
Scvngr). Such LBSNs (Location-Based Social Networks) allow users to utilize the geolocation
feature on their smartphone to check-in into a particular location. Users gain trophies for every
check-in he/she makes, which can include in-app badges or points. Such awards will result in
users competing with one another for more awards since the user with the highest quantity of
awards will receive some unique recognition by the system [106].
The gamification loop consists of the following elements [101]:

1. Challenge: The game should have a clear goal in mind.
2. Win Condition: The game has to end when the user meets a certain winning condition
according to the goal of the challenge.
3. Rewards: When ever the user completes a specific task or reaches a relatively small goal,
he/she must be rewarded. This reward is usually presented as some form of a point system
(i.e. experience point, virtual currency, score).
4. Leader Board: As users excel in earning points defined by the point system, top users are
ranked and displayed.
5. Badges: Top users are awarded with badges or medals to increase competitiveness.
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6. Social Network Status: Such rewards are designed to increase the virtual status of users
among their social network or among other users of the game.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the gamification loop. As opposed to economic incentives, gamification is
a non-monetary incentive that typically results in fewer malicious users and higher quality results. Having leader boards not only increases competitiveness but also creates an overlap between
game-based incentive and social incentives; it creates the feeling of self-expression among users
which in turn motivates them to complete the tasks. Though requiring more effort in terms of design and development, gamification may be more effective at influencing users than more tangible
incentives.
There are a variety of reasons why users may decide to participate in a community-sensing campaign: 1) direct incentives, 2) belief in importance of a cause, 3) access to the aggregated data,
4) entertainment value. Direct benefits, such as payment or raffle prizes, are obviously better for
short-term campaigns and less scalable; since we plan to make our parking application an ongoing service, we only considered implicit incentives. Parking space monitoring projects are a
popular mobile phone application niche, and there a number of existing projects, such as Parkopedia [102] (parking space listing service) or SFPark [133] (demand responsive pricing) in this
area that rely partially on crowdsourced data. Access to the real-time aggregated parking data is
a potentially powerful motivator, and we considered introducing a gatekeeping mechanism such
that users would gain access to the data in proportion to the amount of reports they submitted.
However, we decided that for the initial stages it would be better to give unlimited data access and
introduce limits at a later stage.
Pairing human computation with gaming has a proven track record for incentivizing many crowdsourcing efforts, most famously von Ahn’s Games with a Purpose (GWAP) for annotating images [153]. It has worked successfully on a wide variety of tasks, ranging from modeling human
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behavior in disaster scenes [56], network security management [19], classifying dialects/geographical
names [28], and predicting protein structures [35]. The gamification process introduces game mechanics into a non-game system [170]. These elements include: challenge, win condition, rewards,
leader board, badges, social network status. [101].

Figure 2.1: The gamification loop. Initially a challenge is defined and the winning condition(s) is
set. Once the users start completing the tasks in the gamified application, they are rewarded and
identified on the scoreboard for other users to witness. In addition to the scoreboard they can be
awarded badges of honor to increase social status among friends or contacts.

Previous work has shown that an application is more likely to get adopted and experience a higher
frequency of usage if it is gamified [49, 30]. Social incentives, such as leaderboards and publiclydisplayed badges, are not only low-cost but often result in fewer malicious users, thus yielding
higher quality results. In-game rewards have been coupled with willingness to expend effort in
the physical world. For instance, location-based social networks often include points, badges,
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or trophies for the highest frequency of check-ins at a specific location. These in-game awards
result in users traveling repeatedly to locations and sacrificing privacy while vying for unique
recognitions [106].

Poor Data Quality

Poor data quality is a problem for many crowdsourcing applications that rely on low-cost labeling,
but one that can often be addressed by soliciting redundant labels for the same task from different
users (repeated-labeling) [135, 11]. Large scale annotation projects have benefited tremendously
from the use of redundant labelers to replace expert hand coding, and studies have shown that
crowdsourced data solicited from non-experts produces comparable results to training classifiers
for with gold-standard datasets labeled by experts for many computer vision [118] and natural
language tasks [138]. The most popular aggregation strategy is to use majority voting to fuse
the labels or variations on majority vote such as absolute majority in which a majority opinion is
only achieved when 50% of the labelers agree [167]. However, our task is less easily framed as a
consensus task since we rely on opportunistic labels provided by workers who are either entering
or leaving the parking garages, rather than tasking workers as has been done in crowdsourcing
applications for disaster relief [164]. Hence our app needs to extract some information from the
“minority voice” [96]: users that disagree with the majority vote or who are the sole provider of
data for a particular parking area.
The average opinion can be calculated in multiple ways including robust averaging, which was
used by Chou et al. [32] to track and compute the average of wireless sensor network measurements
while accounting for sensor noise and error. Bayesian models have been successfully employed
by many crowdsourcing applications for problems such as inferring worker reliability and task
difficulty, as well as hiring and routing workers [157, 156, 86]. In chapter 4, we evaluate the
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performance of several trust prediction and data fusion methods, including the use of Bayesian
updates and robust averaging.
Using higher quality workers is one way to compensate for a lack of labels. Iperotis [83] presents
an analysis of the number of workers required by the majority vote aggregation to replace a single
high-quality worker: for instance, to replace a single worker who can do a binary classification
task with 95% accuracy requires 15 workers with 70% accuracy or 269 workers with 55% quality.
Understanding the demographics of the user population, particularly the worker quality distribution, is important for designing a good crowdsourcing system. In a homogeneous population, the
assumption is that all users have the same probability of producing the correct label, whereas in a
heterogeneous population, users have different probabilities of producing the same label. In this
dissertation, we assume a heterogeneous population and demonstrate the performance of our system under several realistic distributions of worker quality. For more complicated tasks, such as
disaster relief, where a single measure of user quality is insufficiently expressive, and having the
users provide more information is valuable for the matching process [161].
One question which frequently arises is whether it is better to rely on the best labeler or to aggregate labels. Sheng et al. [135] model the effect of labeler skill variance on crowdsourcing
performance in a simple three labeler case. Bachrach et al. [11] evaluate the IQ of the aggregate
crowd by crowdsourcing IQ test questions. In homogeneous crowds with similar IQs, the crowd
outperformed the individual both when using simple majority vote aggregation, as well as their
machine learning method that infers user IQ values during the aggregation process. However, in
a heterogeneous population, a large crowd is more likely to have one member with a very high
IQ, capable of producing highly accurate answers. In this dissertation, we compare the strategy of
relying on the most trusted user vs. other aggregation methods, such as weighted averaging using
the user trust level (worker quality) to weight the vote. We also evaluate the performance of an
iterative averaging method, robust averaging, used by Chou et al. [32] to successfully to track and
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compute the average of wireless sensor network measurements while accounting for sensor noise
and error.
One commonly used approach is to model the labels as observable events in a probabilistic graphical model and to jointly estimate the correct label in combination with the worker quality. In the
probabilistic framework proposed by Raykar et al. [120], the algorithm estimates an initial gold
standard, iteratively measures the performance of the annotators based on the estimated gold standard and redefines the gold standard based on the measurements of such performances until a convergence is achieved. A Bayesian approach can not only enable the combination of labels provided
by annotators but also enable the utilization of prior knowledge about an annotator when the data
is sparse [137]. Additionally, it is possible to use probabilistic graphical models to estimate other
variables of interest such as task difficulty [157]. However most of these approaches have been designed for Mechanical Turk scenarios in which it is possible to request additional labels, so there
is less variability in the number of labels available for every task. Typically, all of the unknown
variables in the model are computed once, although Zhao and Sukthankar [168] demonstrated that
recomputing the variables for active learning is useful for minimizing the required labeling budget.
In our mobile phone crowdsourcing problem, labels are provided opportunistically by community
members who are parking their cars or walking by the lots. Our proposed framework assumes that
user trust levels can change over time, as the user gains familiarity with the use of the app. There
is a high rate of user turnover as new users adopt the app and former participants become inactive.
We use a simple Bayesian update process in which user trust levels are only updated when they
provide labels to avoid the computational costs of inferring large joint models.
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User Reputation

Crowdsourcing applications are not the only software systems that must cope with data quality
issues. Josang el al. [84] proposed a statistical reputation system to better rate buyers and sellers
in an e-commerce framework in which positive and negative ratings were combined using beta
probability distributions. Huang et al. [75] created a data fusion system for combining potentially
erroneous sensor data about ambient sound levels from multiple phones. Their method utilized
an outlier detection algorithm to calculate the cooperative ratings of each device before passing
the ratings through a Gompertz function to calculate device reputations. Many of these proposed
methods [75, 32] work well for scenarios where multiple sources broadcast data over long periods
of time; however, in the case of user tags, the data is very sparse and the possibility of all individuals
tagging a section in an hour is virtually zero. In Section 4 I’ve introduced modified versions of the
beta reputation system, robust averaging, and the Gompertz reputation model specifically designed
for our participatory sensing application.
Hardware-based solutions have also been proposed for sensor data verification in participatory
sensing applications [51], but these are usually infeasible when the user population is composed
of transient volunteers. The value of trust-based fusion for combining crowdsourced data was
convincingly shown by Venanzi et al. [152] who developed a modified version of the covariance
intersection algorithm [149] called MaxTrust that integrates user trust as well as GPS sensor accuracy to map cellular tower locations. Our application relies on voluntary user reports rather than
GPS data, which is often unavailable inside the parking structures. Among recent years, a number
of mobile phone apps such as Parkopedia [102], ParkJam [89], and SFPark [133] have emerged
to assist users find parking and garages to manage parking pricing. Recently, a startup company,
Anagog, has come to market with a parking analytics application that leverages mobile phone GPS
data and uses limited crowdsourcing. In our application, relying exclusively on voluntary report-
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ing makes the trust prediction problem harder, but makes the problem of preserving users’ spatial
privacy easier.

Reputation Systems

Mui et al. [115] define reputation as: “a perception that an agent has of another’s intentions
and norms”. The principles of reputation have been used for decades in various fields of science
[116, 93, 165]. The cooperation of selfish individuals was modeled by evolutionary biologists using
reputation [116]. Economists explained the ”irrational” behavior of players using reputation [93].
Computer scientists have been using reputation in order to help online marketplaces model the
trustworthiness of individuals and firms [165]. Although an intuitive concept, reputation consists
of multiple parts rather than a single notion. Reputation is often confused with related concepts
such as trust [2, 163]. E-commerce systems have been utilizing reputation systems in order to
rate the reliability of buyers and sellers [122]. Seller reputation can significantly influence online
auction prices (especially for highly valued items) [73, 50]. Josang et al. [85] offer three definitions
for trust:

• Reliability trust. The subjective probability that, individual A, expects some other person B
to perform some action as if its good depends on it. In this definition we see the concept of
dependence on the trusted (B) as seen by the truster (A).
• Decision trust. The willingness of one party to depend on somebody/something in a given
situation in which negative consequences are possible. The vagueness of this definition
makes it easier to generalize to many situations.
• Reputation. Is the general belief/perception about a person’s character. This definition is
aligns with the view of social network researchers [57, 105] that ”reputation is a quantity
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derived from the underlying social network which is globally visible to all members of the
network” [85].

Reputation in the well-known eBay system is based on adding up functions of positive and negative ratings for various entities such as sellers, buyers or products over a period of time. After
analyzing this system, Resnick et al. [123] concluded that it encourages transactions. Houser et
al. [73] studied auctions in eBay using games and determined through their economic reasoning
that reputation is statistically significant on price. Both Lucking-Reily, et al. [103] and Bajari et
al. [12] proved the effects of reputation in online auctions through their studies of coin auctions on
eBay. However, conceptual gaps exist in current models of reputation despite their usefulness.
Resnick et al. [123] note that eBay users provide feedback in more than half of the total transactions despite the effort disincentive; a purely rational agent would merely use the system and not
spend the additional time and effort to provide feedback. Dellarocas et al. [45] present several
(and relatively easy) attacks that can be staged on reputation systems. Economists have offered
extensive studies on reputation in games such as Prisoners Dilemma or Chain Store [9, 132]. In
these games the reputation of players depends on the existence of cooperative equilibria. Since
the 1950s, game theorists have assumed this equilibrium in Folk Theorem [60] and the first proof
of this assumption was presented in the context of a repeated game between two players in a discounted publicly observable fashion [59].
Scientometrics is the study of measuring the outputs of research (i.e. the impact factor of journals)
[115]. In this community, the number of citations that authors accumulate over time is defined as
their reputation [63, 13]. Makino et al. [104] suggests that although cross citations are a reasonable
measure of reputation, they are sometimes confounded by the author’s or journal’s reputation. Reputation in Sporas [166] is similar to the reputation systems used in eBay or Amazon in the sense
that the reputation of an agent is the average of ratings it receives. Histos calculates the reputation
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of an inquirer based on a function of the query itself and the local environment surrounding the
actual inquirer [166]. Sabater et al. [126] defines reputation as the “opinion or view of one about
something”; they divide reputation into three categories: ’individual’, ’social’, and ’ontological’.
Individual reputation refers to the way others judge an individual whereas social reputation is the
impression formed about an individual solely based on the reputation of the social group they’re in.
Ontological reputation models account for the fact that reputation can be divided into categories.
An individual may apply their own subjective weight to different categories when rating an entity,
leading to dissimilar ratings between individuals. Mui, et al. [113] and Yu et al. [163] have suggested the use of probabilistic models such as Bayesian statistics and Dempster Shafer evidence
theory for calculating reputation.
Reputation is a quantity that depends on context. One’s reputation as a cook shouldn’t have any
influence on her reputation as a computer scientist. Reputation is often studied among sociologists
studying social networks as a network specific parameter associated with a group of agents [57,
92, 155]. It is often quantified by different measures of centrality. For instance, the reputation (or
prestige) of individuals within a social network can be modeled using the eigenvector centrality
measure, calculated on the adjacency matrix [111].
Reputation is a quantity of either a global or a personalized manner. Social network researchers
derive prestige (reputation) from the underlying social network in which an agent’s reputation is
visible to all agents in a social network (in a global manner) [88, 57, 105, 92]. Similarly, scientometricians who analyze citations in order to measure impact factors of journals or authors (their
reputation) also rely on the network created by cross citations [63, 13]. Reputation in the global
form is often assumed in systems such as those in [166, 117, 125]. as opposed to personalized
reputation researched by [166, 126, 163]. Sociologists [67, 119, 27] and in particular Mui, et al.
[114] believe that the reputation of agents is dependent on the perspective of other members of the
society which in turn depends on the embedded social network.
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CHAPTER 3: ONLINE LEARNING OF USER-SPECIFIC DESTINATION
PREDICTION MODELS

This section describes:
1. the location-based social network datasets used to learn and evaluate our destination prediction models;
2. our baseline non-adaptive Bayes net model;
3. our first proposed method, Dynamic Conditional Probability Table assignment (DCPTA),
for creating multiple region-specific models for each user;
4. Discount Factor adaptation (DF), our second proposed method for diminishing the effects
of stale data in the conditional probability tables with a discount factor.

Datasets

The datasets used in this research were extracted from two location-based social networking websites called Gowalla and Brightkite. Cho et al. [31] have made both datasets publicly available
at the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection [1]. Gowalla (2007-2012), gave the users the
option to check in at locations through either their mobile app or their website, and Brightkite was
a similar social networking website that was active from 2007 to 2011. The data from these two
websites consists of one user record per check-in that stores the user ID, exact time and date of
the check-in, along with the ID and coordinates of the check-in location. Table 3.1 shows some
features of these datasets, and Figure 3.1 shows a map of user activity within the United States.
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Table 3.1: The two location-based social media datasets used to examine the location prediction
methods described.
Dataset

Gowalla

Brightkite

Records

6,442,857

4,492,538

Users

107,092

50,687

Average check-ins per user

60.16

88.63

Median check-ins per user

25

11

Figure 3.1: The scope of user check-ins across the United States for the Brightkite location-based
social networking dataset. This location-based service was primarily active in the United States,
Europe, and Japan between 2007 and 2011.

Baseline Model

For our non-adaptive model, we implemented a simple Bayes net with our modified version of the
Bayes Net toolbox in Matlab. A Bayes net is a probabilistic graphical model that represents random
variables and their conditional dependencies in the form of a directed acyclic graph. Figure 3.2
shows the Bayes net structure that we identified after experimenting with other more complicated
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model structures and dynamic Bayes networks in which the variables were conditioned on their
values from the previous time step.

Figure 3.2: Structure of the Bayes net used as the baseline model for inferring the user’s latitude
and longitude from the check-in day and time.

Here a fast simple method for training the network and extracting the most probable values of the
output variables (the latitude and longitude nodes) is utilized. The data structure of the network
consists of h × d × l matrices for the CPTs (Conditional Probability Tables) in which h and d
are respectively the hour and day of the week at which the observation occurs and l is the list
of possible check-in locations. For parameter learning, the corresponding cells of the CPT of
the output nodes are incremented; predictions are made by looking up the argmax latitude and
longitude values for the user’s location based on the check-in time. This method is feasible given
the simple independence assumptions in this model and the large size of the dataset.
The main problem with the non-adaptive model is the large distortions which occur in the probability table when the user makes a long-range trip. Imagine a particular user being at some specific
location, and following a repetitive pattern of activities for some months. If the user goes on vacation for a month, then the non-adaptive model will deliver a series of incorrect predictions based
on the previously learned CPT, only slowly adapting to the new situation. Even once the user is
back from the vacation, the effect of the probability distortion (caused by check-ins during the trip)
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is still clearly visible. We propose two new online learning algorithms capable of overcoming this
problem, described in the next sections.

Dynamic Conditional Probability Table Assignment (DCPTA)

The movement pattern of most users in the dataset consists of a regular pattern of periodic shortrange movements punctuated by occasional long-range movements. Figure 3.3 shows the movement pattern of one randomly selected user in the Brightkite dataset.

Figure 3.3: Movement history of a user in the Brightkite dataset. (left) Initially, the latitude and
longitude of the user’s check-ins are converted to a single distance measurement relative to the first
recorded check-in. (middle) The movement history can be divided into sections of low variance for
learning the user’s transportation pattern in a particular region by segmenting the data stream based
on movement jumps that exceed twice the average distance between check-ins. (right) DCPTA
learns a separate conditional probability table for each segment; these tables correspond to a different aspect of the user’s routine.

The average distance between subsequent check-ins ends up being a good measure of the user’s
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mobility. When the user’s movement exceeds twice the average distance between check-ins, it
generally signals the start of a new mobility pattern. DCPTA (Dynamic Conditional Probability
Table Assignment) uses this measure to determine when to learn a new user profile. By dividing
the data into sections each time this jump in movement occurs, we can segment the movement
of any user into sections with a relatively low variance which are stored in separate conditional
probability tables and can be recovered if the user returns to those regions. Algorithm 1 describes
how the DCPTA algorithm works.
Data: Check-ins of a particular user
Result: Dynamic Conditional Probability Table Assignment
Let D be the set of observed check-in distances
Let S be the set of observed stored segments
for every new check-in do
Determine the distance of the current check-in from the initial check-in;
di = dist(coordinatesi − coordinates0 );
if di ≤ 2 ∗ mean(D) then
load CP T (arg mins∈S |di − s|)
else
S ← S ∪ CP T (di );
end
end
Algorithm 1: DCPTA (Dynamic Conditional Probability Table Assignment). This algorithm
maintains a running average of the user’s movements relative to an initial location and creates a
new location-specific conditional probability table whenever the user’s relative movements exceed
a certain threshold.

Discount Factor Adaptation (DF)

DCPTA is most effective when the user returns to regions governed by previously learned conditional probability tables, and least effective when the user keeps changing his/her habits. For
instance, users who are unemployed have a greater flexibility in their daily schedule which translates into a data series with a less defined temporal structure. To learn prediction models for users
that exhibit erratic check-in behaviors, we introduce a discount factor, γ, into the process of updat33

ing the CPT such that the existing entry is discounted before incrementing the entry for the new
observation. γ can range between 0 and 1; our results indicate that the use of the discount factor
improves the online learning but that the learning is relatively insensitive to the magnitude of the
parameter. Algorithm 2 gives the procedure for discounting conditional probability tables.
Data: Check-ins of a particular user
Result: Discounted Conditional Probability Table
for ∀h, d, l do
CP TLatitude (h, d, l) = ∗γ;
CP TLongitude (h, d, l) = ∗γ;
end
Algorithm 2: DF (Discount Factor Adaptation). Before the CPT is updated with the incoming
observation, the discounting procedure is applied. Discounting the conditional probability table
reduces the effect of older check-ins on future predictions. This technique works well if the user’s
behavior changes slowly over time, rather than rapidly switching between destination-specific
transportation patterns.

The discount factor reduces the effect of previous observations on the network, making the most recent check-ins more influential on the location prediction procedure. The advantage of this method
compared to the previous proposed method is its lower computational and programming complexity. Applying the discount factor limits the location prediction to a few previous observations while
discarding the stale data from older check-ins.

Results

We employ two datasets, Gowalla and Brightkite, containing data from real users’ check-in information [31]. Our evaluations are performed over the subset of users with greater than 100
check-ins, corresponding to 7600 and 8800 from Brightkite and Gowalla, respectively. We directly
compare our methods against the techniques proposed by Cho et al. [31] and Gonzalez et al. [65].
As an additional baseline, we performed location prediction using the Bayes net (BN) described
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in Section 3. This network consists of the four nodes shown in Figure 3.2, where the predicted
latitudes and longitudes are conditionally dependent on the weekday and hour of observation. For
each user, the Bayes net is first trained using 15% of check-in data so that the Bayes net can gain
some information about the periodic and geographical movement patterns of the user. The test
results for this strategy and also the DCPTA strategy are shown in Figure 3.5.

Applying Discount Factor on the CPTs (the DF method)

As discussed above, applying a time-dependent discount factor can be a useful way of eliminating
travel distortion over the conditional probability tables of our Bayes net. A discount factor of 0
implies a stateless system where counts are reset after each observation; conversely, a factor of 1
applies no temporal decay to the system. The first question we address is whether this discount
factor dataset-specific, and how it impacts prediction accuracy. Figure 3.4 shows the effect of
varying the discount factor from 0 to 1.

Figure 3.4: Prediction performance using the proposed Bayes net vs. discount factor on the
Brightkite dataset (left) and the Gowalla dataset (right). We observe that the prediction accuracy is relatively insensitive to the choice of discount factor and that a factor near 0.5 maximizes
performance on both datasets.
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We observe that the performance is relatively insensitive to the precise value of the discount factor
and that a discount factor of 0.5 maximizes prediction accuracy for either dataset and is used in
subsequent experiments.
Figure 3.5 shows how the prediction rate of the original Bayes net improves with the enhancement
of dynamic conditional probability table assignment (DCPTA) and discount factor (DF). Specifically, we examine how accuracy varies with tolerance, which is defined as the level of error that is
acceptable (considered as correct), expressed as a fraction of the total distance traveled by the user.
For instance, a tolerance of 0.05 specifies that a prediction must lie within 5% of a check-in to be
counted as correct. In this figure, we see that the proposed enhancements improve over the baseline BN over the entire curve, and add approximately 5% to the prediction rate, with DF slightly
outperforming DCPTA, over the entire curve.

Figure 3.5: Prediction performance of the Bayes net predictor and the proposed enhancements on
the Bayes net (DCPTA and DF) on the Brightkite dataset (left) and the Gowalla dataset (right).
Tolerance is the fraction of the total distance traveled by a user that is considered the acceptable
distance of the prediction and the actual location of the user in every check-in.

Figure 3.6 compares the location prediction results from our methods to the following five recent
methods described in the literature:
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1. Periodic mobility model [31], denoted as PMM;
2. Periodic and social mobility model [31], denoted as PSSM;
3. Gaussian Mixture Model [65], denoted as G;
4. Last-known location model [31], denoted as RW;
5. Most frequent location model [31], denoted as MF.

Figure 3.6: Prediction performance of the Bayes net predictor and the proposed enhancements on
the Bayes net along with the performance of prior art on the Brightkite dataset.

The Periodic Mobility Model (PMM) assumes the majority of the human movement in a network
is based on a periodic movement between a small set of locations. The Periodic and Social Mobility Model (PSMM) also adds additional parameters to model movement driven by one’s social
relationships with other members of the network. Our Bayes net methods are denoted as BN,
BN&DCPTA, and BN&DF, and the comparison employs a tolerance level of 2.7%.
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We observe that the BN without enhancement (36%) performs almost as well as the best of the
state-of-the-art approaches, PMM (36.5%) and PSMM (36.3%). However, with our enhancements, we see that accuracy increases by almost 6%, with BN&DF at 42%, slightly outperforming
BN&DCPTA at 41%. The remaining baselines (B, RW, MF) are not competitive.
The results shown in Figure 3.6 are averages over many predictions. Figure 3.7 provides a more
detailed look at some specific instances, and we see that DCPTA does occasionally outperform
DF on users with certain features. The top row of the figure shows examples of users for whom
DCPTA performs best while the bottom row shows some for whom DF is a better predictor. We
hypothesize that users who spend time shuttling between a small set of locations and relatively little
time on infrequent long-range trips are better predicted using DCPTA; conversely, DF is better able
to handle users who go on long trips and make frequent check-ins away from home.

Figure 3.7: Comparing the movement pattern of different users in the Brightkite dataset. The top
two patterns are better predicted using the DCPTA method however the DF method performs better
at predicting the bottom two patterns. A possible hypothesis is that DCPTA performs better for
users who have multiple short trips, compared to the DF updating.
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Handling Missing Data

Missing data within the dataset can be a severe problem for location prediction algorithms. The
algorithms used for prediction of GPS data often will not work as well when dealing with check-in
data due to the high inconsistency of datapoints. Unfortunately, due to the relatively high overhead
imposed on users by a check-in action, the chance of collecting data with missing check-ins is
inevitable.

Figure 3.8: Prediction rates of proposed algorithms when applied to datasets with missing data.
Some fraction of the check-in data is randomly withheld and then predicted using the belief network and the proposed enhancements. Our approaches exhibit robustness to missing data.

In this section we examine the robustness of the proposed algorithms towards missing data. Seven
experiments were conducted using both datasets in which a percentage of check-in data was randomly withheld from the dataset. Figure 3.8 summarizes the prediction results on each dataset.
All of the proposed methods are quite robust to missing data, with the best (DF) showing a drop of
only 10% for 70% missing data on the Brightkite dataset (left) and negligible loss on the Gowalla
dataset (right). This confirms our belief that there is significant redundancy in the second dataset
that can be exploited. Somewhat surprisingly, we observe a slight improvement in DCPTA’s per-
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formance with missing data on the Gowalla dataset. We attribute this to the fact that withholding
data has the effect of reducing check-ins corresponding to long-range travels, which results in a
reduction of such outliers (Fig 3.7).

Complexity

We briefly summarize the computational complexity and storage requirements for the proposed
methods. The core data structure behind our methods is a conditional probability table (described
in Section 3). Storing such a discretized table, even at double-precision, is cheap: a table with
24 × 7 × 700 double-precision cells requires less than 1MB of memory. Conditional probability
tables are also computationally efficient, affording constant-time updates. Finding the maximum
in the table employs an exhaustive scan that is linear O(N ) with respect to the number of cells, N ;
in practice, since the number of cells is around 100K, this remains very efficient.

Table 3.2: Computational complexity of running each method on the two real world datasets. All
times are in minutes
Name of Dataset

Gowalla

Brightkite

Processed Users

8800

7600

2,694,344

3,399,651

Belief Network (baseline)

9

12

BN&DF

10

12

BN&DCPTA

19

20

Processed check-ins

The DCPTA method (Section 3) requires multiple CPTs for every segment of the users’ movement pattern, thus requiring a memory growth of O(s) where s denotes the number of segments.
In terms of computational complexity, the algorithm must search s CPTs in order to load the right
CPT for future use, resulting a computational complexity of O(sN ). Finally, the DF method sim-
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ply multiplies the CPT by a real number (discount factor). This procedure has no impact on the
memory usage of the belief network however, but increases the computational complexity equivalent to a scalar matrix multiply, which is theoretically O(N ) but very efficient on current hardware.
Table 3.2 presents measured running times for each method on both datasets. The processing was
done using Matlab 2012a, an Intel Quad-core Xeon Processor and 18GB of memory.

Conclusion

We present two new algorithms for online learning of user-specific destination prediction models,
Dynamic Conditional Probability Table Assignment (DCPTA) and Discount Factor updating (DF).
Although we describe the use of our online update procedures for a Bayes net model, the same intuitions behind the discounting of stale data and threshold switching between multiple models can
be applied toward online learning procedures for other types of classifiers. Our proposed destination prediction model leverages the predictive power of visitation times while rapidly adapting
to schedule changes by the users. Adapting to changing user habits allows our model to achieve
better predictive performance than the best static models which are continually penalized by nonstationary user behavior.
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CHAPTER 4: AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF USER
ENROLLMENT ON DATA FUSION METHODS FOR PARTICIPATORY
SENSING APPLICATIONS

This section introduces the components of our case study on evaluating the performance of a participatory sensing application using agent-based modeling. The aim of our study is to evaluate the
performance of a variety of trust prediction and data fusion algorithms under different user enrollment conditions. We describe 1) our mobile phone application, 2) the agent-based transportation
simulation for modeling user parking and reporting behavior, 3) the algorithms for trust prediction
and data fusion used in the comparison study. The prediction and fusion algorithms were drawn
from the related work on consensus methods for overcoming poor data quality described in Section 2 and modified for our domain. We have made an open source version of our implementation
available at: https://github.com/erfanial/TrustPrediction.

Mobile Phone App

Our smart phone app allows community members to view the occupancy levels of all parking
garages on a large university campus; it is freely available on the Apple App store and Google
Play. Figure 4.1 shows the system architecture and screenshots from the app. The app can be used
in a passive viewing mode or in an active reporting mode in which the user can optionally provide
information about the current occupancy status of parking lot sections through a menu system.
Currently, no external incentives are used, but users are instructed that the data they provide will
help make the service better. The app communicates with a web service which connects to an online database that is used to store all user information. A workstation virtually interlinked with the
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database is responsible for listening to incoming data and mapping user reports to time-dependent
probability maps of parking sections in real-time.

Figure 4.1: System architecture (a) and the smart phone app (b,c,d). An app installed on each users’
mobile device communicates with a webservice which manages the campus database. Potential
parking spaces are displayed on an interactive map shown in (b). Red denotes parking sections
that are full or close to full; green sections have a higher probability of vacancy. (c) shows a more
detailed view of the parking lot, divided into sections containing approximately 15 parking spots.
Users have the option of reporting on the occupancy level for a specific parking section using the
menu shown in (d).

Urban Simulation

To model the transportation habits of our user population, we re-purposed a Netlogo agent-based
urban transportation simulation for the University of Central Florida campus [15, 16] and supplemented it with our own specialized models for user parking and app usage behavior. The
transportation simulation is an activity-oriented microsimulation that generates a population with
realistic transportation schedules. We initialized the simulation with data collected from 1000 community members who opted to participate in an electronic survey on their transportation, dining,
parking, and scheduling preferences. Several months of transportation patterns were simulated
using the agent-based model and then validated against aggregate lot usage data collected by the
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campus parking services office on a monthly basis. The basic agent-based simulation is useful for
creating a time-varying occupancy map showing the overall utilization of every campus parking
lot. For our study, we also needed to model 1) the distribution of cars to different sections of the
parking lot and 2) the app usage habits of the participants.

Parking Data

It is unrealistic to assume that cars are uniformly distributed across the lot; most people attempt
to minimize their walking distance causing hot spots near the entrances and staircases of parking
structures thus sections of the parking lot closer to these hot-spots fill up first. To model this
phenomenon, sections are assigned a priority value, ranging from 1 to 4. The higher the priority
value of a section, the sooner it will be occupied by cars. We created priority maps for every
parking lot on campus, based on observations from our pilot study. Table 4.1 shows an example of
a priority map.

Table 4.1: An example occupancy priority map for the first floor of parking structure C of our
campus. Higher priority sections are more likely to be occupied due to their proximity to exits.
3
1
1
4

2
1
1
3

2
1
1
3

2
1
2
3

Given the occupancy probability of the entire parking lot P for each given (hour,day) with ρi being
the occupancy priority for section i, the probability of section i being fully occupied (pi ) can be
quantified by how much the occupancy level of a section exceeds the average of the lot: φi = ρi /ρ̄i
where ρ̄i is the average of all the lot priorities. Our model distributes cars across the lot according
such that: pi = P (φi − (φi − 1)P ) which guarantees that the average of all section probabilities
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will equal the overall occupancy probability P and the resulting section occupancies fall between
0 and 1. Our studies were conducted on three months of data (see Table 4.2 for an example) from
the urban simulation which was validated with aggregate data from UCF’s Parking Services.

Table 4.2: An example subset of the ground truth data of section occupancy levels for all 16
sections of Garage C as generated by the urban simulation of the University of Central Florida
campus. Occupancy levels are normalized from 0 to 1. The aim of our participatory sensing
system is to accurately predict the current occupancy levels from user tag data provided through
our mobile phone crowdsourcing app.
Day
11
22
48
65
73
80
91

Hour
21
16
13
10
9
10
7

S1
0.12
1.0
0.18
0.9
0.66
0.80
0.0

S5
0.11
1.0
0.16
0.83
0.60
0.73
0.0

S8
0.12
1.0
0.18
0.9
0.66
0.80
0.0

S12
0.12
1.0
0.18
0.9
0.66
0.80
0.0

S15
0.11
1.0
0.16
0.83
0.60
0.73
0.0

S16
0.12
1.0
0.18
0.90
0.66
0.80
0.0

Modeling User Errors

Participant app usage habits are modeled as follows. There is a baseline response rate, representing
a user’s probability of making a report (”tag”) upon entering or leaving the parking garage. Each
report consists of a location (parking lot, level, and section number) and the perceived occupancy
level of that section, ranging from 3 (fully occupied) to 1 (less than half empty).




1 if Occupancysection ∈ (0%, 50%)



T ag =
2 if Occupancysection ∈ (50%, 95%)




 3 if Occupancysection ∈ (95%, 100%)
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(4.1)

However, humans make mistakes; in our case the handheld electronic device has very little influence on the occupancy status update because none of its sensor data is used in the crowdsourcing
task. Barring malicious activity, reporting errors stem from two sources:
1. Location Error: failing to report the correct index of the section (for instance, mistaking
section 6 with section 2 because of them being adjacent to each other);
2. Tag Error: failing to report the accurate tag of each section (reporting a tag number 3 on an
empty section)
In order to simulate the location error, we consider a 3x3 discrete radial probability filter (Figure 4.2) around the real location of the report, with the real location having the highest probability
of being reported by the user and the corners of the filter as having the least, but still non-zero,
probability of being reported.

Figure 4.2: Location error model. Based on our pilot app deployment, one of the most common
errors made by users is reporting the correct tag for the wrong section. We model this using the
depicted error model which gives users a high probability (80%) of tagging section 10 correctly
but non-zero probabilities of tagging adjacent sections. The more intense the section color is the
higher chance it has of being selected by the user.

Users are assumed to have equal probabilities of generating location errors, but the reporting error
is based on the personal trustworthiness of the user, which is analogous to worker quality in non
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location-based crowdsourcing apps. In the default simulation condition, trustworthiness ranges
from 0 to 1 and is uniformly distributed across the user population. Similar to other trust models [144], low trustworthy users have a high variance in reporting error, and no user is guaranteed
to be completely accurate or inaccurate when reporting tags.

Figure 4.3: Proposed user trust model. This figure illustrates the probability of a user providing
different occupancy tags (1,2,3), assuming that the correct occupancy tag for a given section is
1 (mostly vacant). The x-axis measures the user trust level, ranging from 1 (untrustworthy) to
99 (highly trustworthy), and the y-axis is the probability of that user providing each of the three
responses, where 1 (blue) is the correct response. As the trustworthiness of users improves, the
probability of providing the correct (blue) tag increases. The model also accounts for the magnitude of estimation error; trustworthy users are more likely to make slight errors (e.g, reporting 2
(red) instead of 1), whereas untrustworthy users report all tags with equal frequency. The graphs
from left to right show the model under increasing values of α (0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1). With
our model (α = 0.8, bottom center figure), the probability of generating the correct tag remains
less than 1.0, except at the highest levels of user trust.

A Gaussian pdf, parameterized by the real tag value, R, and user trustworthiness, Ti , is used for
modeling reports (N (R, ( T1i − α)2 )). α is a tunable parameter, ranging from 0 to 1, that can
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be used to control the variance in reporting error at the population level. This parameter can be
learned from user data; here we use an α of 0.8 which results in the most trustworthy users having
a near perfect accuracy and the worst users as having only a 20% chance of reporting the correct
occupancy level. Figure 4.3 illustrate relationship between tag occurrences, trust values, and alpha
values in our trust model.

Trust Prediction

The aim of our case study was to evaluate several design decisions in our mobile crowdsourcing
app pre-deployment. For privacy-preserving reasons, we opted not to use a strategy where we
verify the user’s location with GPS data. Instead the user’s trustworthiness is inferred during
a calibration period, when we compare the deviation of an individual user’s reports against the
average parking lot occupancy based on aggregated data indexed by the day and time. This data
serves as a reasonable approximation to doing an actual majority vote across many user reports. If
multiple reports from the same user deviate from the aggregated parking services data, it is likely
to be the result of user error. Figure 4.5 is an example of the data stream used for trust prediction.
This chapter evaluates five trust prediction strategies: maximum likelihood estimation, Bayesian
update, beta reputation, Gompertz functions, and robust averaging.

Maximum Likelihood Estimation

Using maximum likelihood estimation, it is possible to estimate the trust of a particular user based
on the likelihood of observing the training data set. With three reporting options, the possible
gap, ∆, between the user report and the aggregated data falls in the set ∆ = {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2}.
According to our trust model, given an unknown user trust t, the occurrence probability of each of
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these differences can be expressed as follows:
R k+0.5
p(∆ = k|σ(t)) =

R kmax +0.5
kmin −0.5

where σ(t) =

1
t

x2

−

2

e 2σ(t)
√
k−0.5 σ(t) 2π
−

dx

x2
2σ(t)2

e
√
σ(t) 2π

(4.2)
dx

− α. Figure 4.4 shows a visual representation of the data distribution.

Figure 4.4: Each highlighted region is the area under the curve for every possible value of ∆ in
Equation 4.2. The probability of occurrence for a specific ∆ is the fraction of its corresponding
area divided by the entire highlighted area under the curve.

The probability of observing ∆ can be calculated for a specific trust value, t, and α using the closed
form expression:
p(∆ = k|σ(t)) =

k+0.5
√ ) − erf( k−0.5
√ )
erf( σ(t)
2)
σ(t) 2)
−0.5
+0.5
max√
min√
erf( ∆σ(t)
) − erf( ∆σ(t)
)
2)
2)

(4.3)

The expected tag difference of a user having a known trust value t for our trust model is simply:
sP
δ(t) =

N
i=1 p(∆ = k, σ(t))∆i
P
N
i=1 p(∆ = k, σ(t))

in which N is the number of possible values for ∆ and α=0.8.
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(4.4)

For a batch of user reports (see Figure 4.5), the δ of all tags coming from a particular user, δ̂, can
q PN
2
i=1 (Ui −Ri )
be calculated as: δ̂ =
.
N
Hence for a known value of δ̂ we can calculate a maximum likelihood estimate of the user’s trust by
performing a grid search over possible trust values to identify the t that satisfies arg mint∈[0,1] |δ(t)−
δ̂|. Similarly we can use the same approach to calculate likelihood and compute a Bayesian maximum a posteriori estimate of the user’s trust, assuming a Gaussian prior.

Figure 4.5: Data used for trust prediction. The left column shows the simulated user trust level and
the right shows an example of reports submitted by the user (userTag). dataTag contains the values
from the aggregate data that are used to learn the user trust during the calibration period using one
of the trust prediction methods.

In an ideal case where the number of tags is very high, most users are assumed to report tags from
situations in which all realtags are applicable, thus the overall δ(t) would be the mean of the five
distributions produced by Equation 4.4.
One performance issue with the maximum likelihood method is that whenever a new report is
submitted, the minimization needs to be recalculated to predict the trust for that user; this becomes
P
computationally expensive when dealing with a large number of reports thus by storing N
i=1 (Ui −
Ri )2 we can simply add the new value of (Ui+1 − Ri+1 )2 to it and quickly calculate δ̂ again.
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Algorithm 3 describes how training the maximum likelihood estimation works in order to achieve
values of δ(t) per any given discrete trust value (see equation 4.4) in more detail.
Data: ∆ = {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2}
Result: Discrete mapping of trustworthiness to average tag difference t 7→ δ
For t = 0.01, ..., 0.99:
• Foreach k in ∆ find
R k+0.5
p(∆ = k|σ(t)) =

−

x2

2

e 2σ(t)
√
k−0.5 σ(t) 2π

R kmax +0.5
kmin −0.5

dx

2
− x 2
2σ(t)

e
√
σ(t) 2π

dx

• Find δ(t) from
sP
δ(t) =

N
i=1 p(∆ = k, σ(t))∆i
P
N
i=1 p(∆ = k, σ(t))

• Store δ(t) for each t value
After training, find the tag difference of a user
s
PN
2
i=1 (Ui − Ri )
δ̂ =
N
Finally estimate the trustworthiness of the user by
arg min |δ(t) − δ̂|
t∈[0,1]

Algorithm 3: Maximum likelihood estimation algorithm

Bayesian Update

In contrast, a Bayesian update is relatively simple to perform on demand. In this approach, prior
trust is initialized uniformly at random when the user enters the system for the very first time. Each
time a new report is received from this user, we employ a standard Bayesian update procedure to
calculate p(σ(t)|∆ = k). Each time a report is received from this user, their trust likelihood is
updated based on how accurate their tag is (how far off is their tag from the real tag).
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Each observation can be viewed as a ∆, or the difference between a userTag and the realTag. The
likelihood for the Bayesian update is already been presented in equation 4.3, however the marginal
likelihood can be calculated as follows:

Z

1

p(∆ = k, σ(t))dt =
0

N
1 X
N
p(∆ = k|trust =
− α)
N i=1
i

(4.5)

The marginal likelihood is in fact the average of all possibilities of an observation among all possible trusts (Equation 4.5) thus here N = 99. The likelihood and marginal likelihood are illustrated
in Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) respectively.
Since calculating the likelihood and marginal likelihood of all the observations is very time consuming, we have stored all the information to preform the Bayesian update in appropriate lookup
tables which dramatically reduces the time needed to process this method.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Likelihood (a) and marginal likelihood (b) of the Bayesian update. In (a) the vertical
axis represents trust and the horizontal axis represents each observation ∆. The hotter the color
the more likely it is for a user with that trust level to chose a tag having the corresponding ∆
.
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Beta Reputation Method

Another option is to model the user tag events as emanating from a binary process in which the new
user’s tag has a chance of agreeing or disagreeing with the previous data. Josang et al. [84] note that
a beta distribution can be used to specify posteriori distributions of binary events and implemented
a reputation system for e-commerce users. The beta function is parameterized by two values (α,
β), and the expectation value of a beta distribution is given by E(p) =

α
.
α+β

In their work, beta

functions are used to model user reputation and to predict the future frequency of the binary events
(customer satisfaction or dissatisfaction). Here we introduce two separate beta reputation systems
for trust and occupancy prediction. The first system performs occupancy prediction by having the
users rate the occupancy levels of parking sections. The second reputation system performs user
trust prediction by having the parking section ‘virtually’ rate the users in order to update their
trustworthiness based on previously submitted tags. Here we describe the trust prediction part of
the system.
In this model, we tabulate a satisfactory rating (Ri ) and unsatisfactory rating (Si ) score for every
user i. New tags arriving from that user can alter these two scores based on the tag the user provides
and also based on the aggregate tag for that section. The aggregate tag can be obtained from the
agent-based model or the consensus (robust averaging) strategy described in Section 4.
For any user i submitting the tag of xi for a section in a given hour we define vi = |xi − z| where
z is the aggregate tag for that parking section for that hour. The value vi can be interpreted as
how accurately user i has tagged the parking section, thus the satisfactory and unsatisfactory rating
(r and s respectively) of that section towards user i can be represented as: r = tagmax − v and
s = v + tagmin . It is also possible to have recent observations more heavily influence the reputation
rating than older ones by including a forgetting factor, λ. The forgetting factor is a real number
from 0 to 1 which indicates how much influence previous records should have on the quality of the
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user. With the forgetting factor, new values for the users’ satisfactory and unsatisfactory ratings are
updated according to the following procedure: Ri ← λRi + r and Si ← λSi + s. If the forgetting
factor is 0, the previous satisfactory/unsatisfactory performance of the user will not influence the
new trust values, whereas if the value is 1 all of the old data will be retained. Finally user trust is
calculated as follows:

Ti =

Ri
Ri + Si

(4.6)

Algorithm 4 describes our implementation of the beta reputation system, which was modified from
the original algorithm.
Data: tagmin = 1, tagmax = 3, µsection = 0.2, µuser = 0.9, set of user tags U :
{(τ1 , u1 ), . . . , (τn , un )}; τi ∈ {0.01, ..., 0.99}, ui ∈ {1, 2, 3}
Result: Predicting the occupancy ψ of the parking section in which tags are submitted upon, and
updating the trustworthiness value of users submitting reports in U
Calculating Section Occupancy
• If fusion method
averaging,
P
Pn is weighted
old
new
old
new
µsection
= ni=1 (tagmax − ui + 1)τi + Ssection
Rsection = i=1 ui τi + Rsection µsection , Ssection
P
old
µsection , S =
• If
method is maxTrust, R = ni=1 uk τi + Rsection
Pfusion
n
old
i=1 (tagmax − uk + 1)τi + Ssection µsection , k = arg maxi τi
 R tagmax
• ψ = R+S
tag
min

updating user trust, for i=1 . . . n
• v = |ψ − ui |
• Rinew = (tagmax − v) + Riold ∗ µuser
• Sinew = (v + tagmin ) + Siold ∗ µuser
• τinew =

Rinew
Rinew +Sinew

Algorithm 4: Beta reputation parking occupancy and user trust update
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Gompertz Method

Huang et al. [75] proposed a method for updating the predicted trust value of hardware devices
by using a Gompertz function to model increases and decreases in trust. This model has been
shown to achieve good results in a synchronous and a data rich domain, but faces challenges in our
sparse problem space. In the original paper, the assumption is that every device submits a report to
the server every second, however for our parking occupancy prediction problem, very few people
submit tags every hour for a particular parking section. In order to overcome the data sparsity
obstacle, here we implemented a modified version of the Gompertz model. As described in Huang
et al. [75], given a group of users U reporting a set of tags X for a given section during one hour,
the set of cooperative ratings P is initialized as Pi,0 = 1/n for every user i where n is the number
of users providing tags. At each iteration l, the robust average value r for the user tags is updated
according to the new p values:
rl =

n
X

pi,l xi

(4.7)

i=1

Then the cooperative ratings of the users are updated with the new values of r:
1
(x −rl )2
Pn i
+
(x −rl )2
j=1 j

pi,l = Pn

k=1

1

+

(4.8)

(x −rl )2
Pn k
+
(x −rl )2
j=1 j

We iterate between Equations 4.7 and 4.8 until the following convergence is achieved: |Pl −Pl−1 | <
0.0001.
The set of unnormalized cooperative ratings P (P = {pi |i = 1, ..., n}) ranges from  to infinity and
is a representation of user reliability in comparison to other users who submitted reports for that
section in that hour. These ratings are then normalized to the range [-1 1] (denoted by p̄i ). However,
when calculating the trustworthiness of a user, their history of cooperativeness also comes into
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effect. A person who has been trustworthy for a relatively long period of time should not entirely
forfeit their high reputation rating after submitting a tag that does not follow the consensus vote.
Conversely, we should not have complete trust towards a user with low reputation simply because
they match the consensus value once. Given a particular user i with m previous ratings across all
time frames and parking sections, the overall cooperative rating pi 0 for user i takes into account
their previous levels of cooperativeness and is calculated as:

pi 0 =

m
X

λm−j
p̄j,i
j

(4.9)

j=1

where
λj =



 λstandard if p̄j,i > 0

 λpenalty

(4.10)

otherwise

In this model, older cooperative ratings have less effect on the overall cooperativeness. The older
a cooperative rating is, the less effect it has on determining the overall cooperativeness of a user.
Including different λ terms that change depending on whether the user has been more cooperative
(λstandard ) or is ranked in the bottom half of the user pool (λpenalty ) makes the process of gaining
and losing trust asymmetric. Trust is gained slowly, but lost rapidly after uncooperative behavior.
Finally the reputation (trust) of each user is calculated using a Gompertz function:

Ti = G(pi 0 ) = aebe

where a,b,c are model parameters.
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cpi 0

(4.11)

Robust Averaging Method

Intuitively the cooperative ratings that emerge from the robust averaging process can be used to
rate users’ trustworthiness. Here we propose a simplified trust prediction method that uses the normalized cooperative ratings. Given the normalized cooperative ratings set of user i (P̄i ) calculated
by Equation 4.9, the trustworthiness of such user can be calculated as follows:
Pm
Ti =

m−j
p̄j,i
j=1 λj
Pm m−j
j=1 λj

(4.12)

where m is the total number of cooperative ratings assigned to the user since the very beginning of
the user’s signup and λj is given by Equation 4.10.

Occupancy Calculation

Predicting user trust provides insight about which users are reporting the most accurate parking
tags. Such information is vital for more accurate parking occupancy calculations, since giving
more emphasis to data provided by trustworthy users has a potentially significant impact on the
occupancy prediction rate. However it is only half the battle since the aim of our app is to provide
accurate parking lot occupancy information. Table 4.3 shows the example output at the conclusion
of the trust prediction process. The final occupancy of parking lot sections can be predicted by
fusing the user data, according to one of the following methods:

Weighted Average Trust The occupancy level for a section is the average of the report values
weighted by the predicted trust of the user. Here everyone is allowed to vote on the occupancy level of a section; the more trustworthy a user is, the greater their influence in
determining the final occupancy result.
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Max Trust In this method, the occupancy level of a section is based solely on the report of the
user with the maximum predicted trust who has reported on that section. The other user
reports do not contribute to the occupancy prediction.
Beta Reputation Fusion Here, we use the same beta reputation method used to rate users to rate
parking sections. Each parking section has a set of satisfactory (Rsection ) and unsatisfactory
(Ssection ) quality values that get updated based on the trust and tag values of users who submit
a report on that parking section. Hence, the expectation (E) of the occupancy probability
for the section is: E =

Rsection
.
Rsection +Ssection

The actual predicted occupancy level for the parking

section is calculated based on equation 4.1.

Table 4.3: Example output for the trust prediction process over an hour for one parking section.
The realTag value is equal to 1; users with higher trust values tend to produce tags that more closely
correspond to the ground truth data.
Predicted User Trust
0.2
0.87
0.37
0.03
0.03
0.5

Reported User Tag
3
1
2
2
3
1

Data Freshness

Failing to rapidly adapt to new parking status reports can cause errors during the transition from
busy rush hour into the off peak traffic hours. Previous research [43] has shown that discounting
old data can lead to more accurate transportation prediction results in dynamic environments. Applying a discount factor on old information increases the influence of more recent reports, thus
enabling the system to adapt to dynamic conditions. This adaptation is especially important when
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the number of reports is relatively low (e.g., on evenings and weekends). One solution to this problem is to periodically reset the parking section occupancy status to the most vacant tag until a new
report is submitted for that parking section. In our experiments, we evaluate the option of periodically resetting parking lot sections to a vacant status compared to relying on the raw occupancy
calculation predictions.

Results

This section presents an evaluation of the trust prediction and occupancy calculation algorithms
described in the previous section. The focus of this case study was to determine which methods would be most useful during the sensitive early deployment phases of the mobile phone app.
During this critical early adoption period, it is important not to have system outages that alienate
users and prevent them from recommending the app to their friends, since participatory sensing
applications need to achieve a certain level of penetration to be effective. Hence we specifically
conducted experiments to test the robustness of the proposed algorithms against a set of commonly
seen early deployment conditions, such as having a low number of total users and a high proportion of untrustworthy users who are unfamiliar with the system. The data used in the evaluation
was generated by simulating one semester in the agent-based model, with 21000 total drivers parking on campus using schedules generated by the activity-oriented microsimulation according to an
electronic survey of the transportation habits of 1000 students.
This section presents a subset of our experiments on evaluating the performance of the following
trust prediction methods described in Section 4: 1) maximum likelihood estimation, 2) Bayesian
update, 3) beta reputation, 4) Gompertz function, 5) robust averaging. Table 4.4 shows the parameters used by the trust prediction methods during the experiments. We also evaluate the performance
of the three occupancy prediction methods: 1) weighted average, 2) max trust, 3) beta reputation.
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Table 4.4: Parameters for trust prediction models
Method
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Bayesian Update
Beta Reputation
Gompertz Method
Robust Averaging

Parameters
α = 0.8
α = 0.8
λuser = 0.9, λsection = 0.2
a = 1, b = −2.5, c = −0.85, λstandard = 0.7, λpenalty = 0.8
λstandard = 0.7, λpenalty = 0.8

The urban simulation data is divided into a training period and a test period. During the training
period the users simply report occupancy tags to the server and no occupancy prediction occurs. At
the end of this period the trust of users who have already submitted at least one report is calculated;
users who have not yet submitted any reports are assigned an initial trust value of 50%. During
the testing period, occupancy prediction occurs and the trust prediction for the users continues to
be updated. The final result of every experiment is the average result of all the different training
percentages (0%, 30%, 60% and 90%). 2640 separate experiments were performed under different
experimental conditions.
In particular we are interested in the performance of the trust and occupancy algorithms under
different user enrollment conditions created by varying the following population generation parameters within the urban simulation.
1. User adoption: This value represents the percentage of campus users who choose to install
the application on their mobile phone.
2. Tagging rate: This variable represents the probability that an individual user will submit a
tag while passing through a parking lot. Highly active users are more likely to use their app
to submit reports.
3. Population trust distribution: Our agent-based model simulates a population of users with
varying trust levels (Figure 4.7). In the standard enrollment condition, we assume that users
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are uniformly assigned a random discrete trust value ranging from 1% to 99%. In addition
to this scenario, we present results from scenarios in which the majority of users are very
trustworthy (ranging from 91 to 99%) or untrustworthy (1% to 9%). Also, we examined
a bimodal population in which the users fall primarily at the extreme ends of the worker
quality scale. Trust values are assigned to users based on a combination of two Gaussian
distributions with means equal to (0.25,0.75) and standard deviations equal to (0.2,0.2). In
the case of the extreme bimodal distribution, a combination of Gaussian distributions with
means equal to (0.05,0.95) and standard deviations equal to (0.02,0.02) were used.

Figure 4.7: Population trust distributions: uniform (a), moderate bimodal (b), and extremely bimodal (c). Worker quality modeling is potentially more valuable in a population with a high
proportion of both high and low quality workers.

Trust Prediction

The performance of the trust prediction is reported as the complement of the average prediction
errors. This is calculated by the L1-norm of the predicted and actual trust across all users:
N
1 X
performance = 1 −
kP (i) − A(i)k
N i=1

(4.13)

where N is the number of users who made parking occupancy reports, P is the Predicted Trust set
and A is the Actual Trust set.
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Figure 4.8 compares the trust prediction results for all the methods in a scenario with standard
values for user adoption, user activity, and population trust as well as scenarios with low user
adoption, low tagging rate, and untrustworthy users. Note that in the standard condition, the performance of the Bayesian, MLE, and beta techniques are very close. The beta reputation system is
more robust to less data (lower user adoption and low tagging rate), whereas the Gompertz model
is good when the data has a high variance, due to low quality workers.
To show how the trust prediction is affected by the number of tags per user, we calculated the
Pearson and Spearman rank correlation coefficient of the actual and predicted worker quality. The
beta reputation system narrowly outperforms MLE and Bayesian models at correctly ranking the
workers by the quality of their reports. The correlation between predicted and actual trust continues
to improve over the number of reports and reaches a maximum of 0.54 (Figure 4.9).
Also to display the effect of increased user reports on trust prediction, we simulated three user
groups with 100,000 members each producing a random number of tags ranging from 1 to 10, 100
and 1000 tags per person respectively. These users are assigned a random ground truth trust value
tags are simulated based on their trust value. Figure 4.10 illustrates the trust prediction performance
relative to the number of reports received per user. Group G3 (users having a maximum of 1000
reports) is meant to simulate the profile of a highly active user that proactively submits extra reports
while moving around campus on foot, G2 (users having a maximum of 100 reports) users submit
one report per day, and G1 (users having a maximum of 10 reports) are sporadic users who make
at most one report per week. The performance of the MLE and Bayesian trust prediction methods
improves substantially with more reports per user, in comparison to the beta reputation system.
However, the beta reputation model tends to be extremely robust towards low quantity of tags and
reaches convergence relatively fast in comparison to the MLE and Bayesian methods. The reason
that the Gompertz and Robust averaging methods were excluded from this set of experiments was
that they rely on user cooperativeness compared to other users and this cooperativeness can not be
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Figure 4.8: Trust prediction results for methods presented in Section 4: 1) Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (MLE), 2) Bayesian 3) Gompertz, 4) Robust Average, and Beta. The data fusion model
displayed is average trust (avg) since the data fusion model has very little effect on trust prediction.
In the standard scenario (right), user adoption is 25% of the campus population, tagging rate is
50%, and trustworthiness values are uniformly distributed across the population. In the low user
adoption case (left) only 1% of the population is assumed to use the app but are assumed to be very
active. On the other hand in the low tagging rate scenario (middle left), all users are considered
to be enrolled but only provide tags 1% of the time. In the untrustworthy population case (middle
right), the users exhibit a high variance in their tagging and fall in the bottom range of reliability
(1% to 9%). The beta reputation system is more robust to less data (lower user adoption and low
tagging rate), whereas the Gompertz model is good when the data has a high variance, due to low
quality workers. Randomly assigning a trust value to users yields a performance of around 50%.

simulated in this scenario since the tags have no time labels.

Occupancy Prediction

In this section, we compare the performance of the trust-based fusion approaches described in Section 4 (max trust, weighted average, and beta reputation) at predicting the parking lot occupancy
over one semester (90 days of simulated data from the agent-based model).
Occupancy prediction methods were scored according to their confusion matrices to create a model
that more harshly penalizes mistakenly directing users toward full lots. To do this, we define a
penalty matrix M (Table 4.5). Each element mi,j of M represents the penalty that the prediction
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Table 4.5: Occupancy penalty matrix M is a 3x3 matrix; element mi,j of this matrix is the penalty
any prediction algorithm should receive for falsely predicting occupancy i as occupancy j.
0
1
20

5
0
10

10
4
0

method receives for falsely predicting outcome i as outcome j. All occupancy results were compared to a majority vote baseline (without any worker quality modeling) and results were reported
as improvements over that baseline.

N
N
X
1 X
Mri ,pri −
Mri ,mvi )
performance = (
N i=1
i=1

(4.14)

where N is the number of hours during the test phase, M is the penalty matrix, r, pri and mvi are
the real tag, predicted tag and the majority vote tag of the section at hour i respectively.

Figure 4.9: Pearson correlation coefficient (a) and the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (b) of
predicted trusts with respect to the actual trusts as a function of tag reports. The beta reputation
system outperforms the other three trust prediction methods according to this metric.
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Figure 4.10: The effect of reporting rate on trust prediction. G1 (10 reports) is meant to simulate
the activity level of sporadic users who report once a week, G2 (100 reports) simulates users
who report once a day, and G3 (1000 reports) are highly engaged users who proactively report
while moving around campus on foot. The Gompertz model and robust averaging method were
excluded from this evaluation since these two methods heavily rely on the cooperative ratings of
users relative to other users in the same timeframe as the report. The MLE and Bayesian method
improve rapidly (in the first 50 reports) before reaching asymptotic error.

Figure 4.11 shows the results of this evaluation on different testing scenarios (standard, low user
adoption, low tagging rate, and untrustworthy user population); all results are reported in terms of
improvements over a majority vote baseline. Here, we specifically looked at the effects of different
user populations. In a population composed exclusively of high quality, trustworthy workers, all
methods are comparable to the majority vote baseline. In cases where the worker quality follows
a uniform or bimodal distribution, all methods outperform majority vote, with beta reputation
offering the greatest improvement. Beta reputation combined with max trust fusion is particularly
strong in the case where all the workers are providing poor quality data, which could occur if many
users were experiencing difficulty learning to use the app.
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Summary
1. Low user adoption: In this scenario there is only a 1% chance that a student is an app user.
Since there is little data, all methods offer substantial improvements over majority vote, except in the high trust population exclusively composed of reliable users. The beta reputation
system (using max or average data fusion methods) outperforms the other methods, particularly in the case where the population is exclusively composed of low trust users, providing
poor data. It also performs well in the moderate bimodal scenario where the population is
composed of a mix of low trust and high trust users.
2. Low tagging rate: In the low tagging rate scenario, users only provide reports on 10% of their
visits to the parking logs. The results of this scenario are very similar to the low user adoption
scenario. Except in the high trust population, all methods offer substantial benefits over
majority vote, with the beta reputation system (max or average) being the best performer.
3. Standard: This scenario was designed to model an optimistic standard usage case in which
25% of the population uses the app and provides reports 50% of the time. In this scenario,
the beta reputation system is the best but offers less of improvement over majority vote.
4. Untrustworthy users: This experimental condition is identical to the standard scenario, except with the assumption that the entire population consists of poor quality app users, who
exhibit high amounts of variance in their tagging behaviors. In this scenario, the max trust
fusion method with the beta reputation system is the best performer.
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Figure 4.11: Occupancy prediction results across all combinations of trust prediction and data
fusion methods. The trust prediction methods are: 1) Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), 2)
Bayesian 3) Gompertz, 4) Robust Average, and Beta. The data fusion models are: 1) average trust
(avg) and 2) max trust (mt). The discount factor feature to preserve data freshness was activated
for all methods (including the majority vote baseline) in all scenarios. In the standard scenario,
user adoption is 25% of the campus population, tagging rate is 50%, and trustworthiness values
are uniformly distributed across the population. In the low user adoption case only 1% of the
population is assumed to use the app. In the low tagging rate scenario, users only provide tags 1%
of the time. In the untrustworthy population case, the users exhibit a high variance in their tagging
and fall in the bottom range of reliability (1% to 9%).
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Computational Costs

All the algorithms presented were executed in C# (.NET framework 4.5.1) on a Windows 7 workstation machine equipped with a 3.2GHz CPU. Only one of the four cores of the CPU was dedicated to each simulation at any given time. Since memory consumption for the algorithms was
minimal, we only report the computational costs. Figure 4.12 illustrates the processor ticks required to process tags from each user using different trust prediction methods. A processor tick
[112] is a property of the C#.Net Stopwatch class and can be used as a representation of the complexity of a function since it does not depend on the CPU’s frequency. Among all methods, the
beta reputation system is by far the fastest method to perform trust prediction since it requires only
simple calculations to update the user’s trust. Unlike the MLE and Bayesian methods, it doesn’t
require a search for the best match of previously learned trusts or expensive likelihood calculations.

Figure 4.12: Processing ticks required to perform trust prediction. Here the y-axis is defined in
a logarithmic scale to better reflect the growth rate of ticks based on how many tags are fed to
the trust prediction method. The beta reputation method system requires the least processor ticks,
except when there are an extremely low number of tags.
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CHAPTER 5: ALGORITHM SELECTION PORTFOLIO

As described in Chapter 4, different trust prediction algorithms perform better in different scenarios. In order to fully utilize the strength of each individual algorithm across a variety of possible
scenarios, we shall design a selection portfolio of algorithms. For algorithm selection, a supervised
multi-class classifier was trained on simulated data. The purpose of utilizing an algorithm portfolio
is to create a decision maker that can use the features of the specific scenario to predict the best
performing prediction method.

Adaptive Boosting Binary Classification

Adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) is a machine learning algorithm presented by Freund et al. [58] that
combines several weak-classifiers (classifiers that can classify a set of datapoints a bit better than
random) to form a strong classifier (a classifier that can classify a set of datapoints very accurately
in comparison to a weak learner). In every training iteration, a new weak-learner is added to the
ensemble of learners in which in round k+1 the selected weak-learner will focus on classifying
data-points misclassified by weak-learning k. The final strong-learner (classifier) is a weighted
vote of all the learners in the ensemble such that the learners with the least error have the most say
so in the final classification outcome.
A weak learner, which is illustrated in Figure 5.1, finds a separation boundary between datapoints
of the negative and positive class based on finding the location of the boundary th in the suitable
dimension D and the location of the positive class with respect to the negative one lp ∈ {−1, +1}.
Since this weak learner fails in most cases to separate the two classes in a linear fashion, Adaboost
combines a number of weak learners to form a strong learner in order to achieve better separation
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between classes.

Figure 5.1: An illustration of weak learner (left) and a strong learner (right) in adaptive boosting.
The circles and squares represent the positive and negative datapoints respectively. At first, the
weak learner classifies the datapoints with a bit better precision than random and finally after a few
rounds of training the strong classifier is formed from an ensemble of weak learners generated in
each round.

Let X be a finite set of training which is denoted by:


X = (xi , yi ) |xi ∈ RT , yi ∈ {−1, +1} 3 i = 1, 2, ..., N

(5.1)

where xi is i’th training datapoint, yi is its corresponding target label (class), N is the number of
training samples, and T is the problem space of the data set (number of features). For any training
round k = 1, ..., K in each dimension d = 1, ..., D a weak learner is described by four parameters
[thd , lpd , d, αd ]. The error generated by this weak learner in the current dimension is given by ed
as follows:

PN
ed =

i=1

wi ∗ |yit − hi (xi )|
PN
i=1 wi
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(5.2)

The quality of classification in this dimension is measured by a parameter called αd , which is a
positive number in the range of zero to positive infinity [58].

αd =

1
1 − ed
∗ log(
)>0
2
ed

(5.3)

The best weak learner among all weak learners in all dimensions is the one which has the least classification error ek . This weak learner is described by [thk , lpk , dk , αk ], where Dk is the dimension
in which the classifier is defined

ek = min(ed )Td=1

(5.4)

In the beginning of the training, each sample xi has a weight wi which is initially 1. The weak
learner classification result on sample xi is given by hi (xi ) ∈ {−1, +1}

h(xi ) =




lp

if xi,Dk < thk



−lpk

otherwise

k

(5.5)

The weight of sample xi is updated by the following equations:

wik+1 = wik .e−αk .yi .hi (xi )
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(5.6)

Finally the strong classifier is updated by the following equation:

K
X
H(x) = sgn(
αk .hk (x))

(5.7)

k=1

The algorithm is based on K rounds where datapoints in round 1 are given an equal weight (importance). In order to focus more on the misclassified samples in the next rounds, the weights of
misclassified samples are increased based on the minimum classification error of each round.
Algorithm 5 presets a summary of the Adaptive Boosting algorithm.
Data: (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xm , ym ); xi ∈ X , yi ∈ {−1, +1}
Result: Strong classifier H : x 7→ y
Initialize weights D1 (i) = 1/m.
For t = 1, ..., T :
m
P
• Find ht = arg min j =
Dt (i)(yi 6= hj (xi ))
hj ∈H

i=1

• If t ≥ 1/2 then stop
t
)
• Set αt = 12 log( 1−
t

• Update
Dt+1 (i) =

Dt (i)e−αt yi ht (xi )
Zt

Output the final classifier:
H(x) = sgn

T
X

!
αt ht (x)

t=1

Algorithm 5: Adaptive Boosting algorithm
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Multi-Class Classification

The strong classifier described in Algorithm 5 results in a binary classification of datapoint x. In
order to extend this classification to a set of multiple classes, the method presented by Fleyeh et
al. [55] is used where a decision tree is created such that for each non-leaf node. Then the entire
set of data-points for classes assigned to that node is divided into 2 groups by first calculating the
mean of each class, finding the most distant two classes (labeled as classes {A, B}) and assigning
the rest of the classes to the nearest of A or B, Figure 5.2 describes this process. Once the classes
have been divided into two groups, a binary classification will define the children of that node and
the same process continues for the children of the node until there are only two classes left which
would result in the formation of two leaves.

(a) multi-class data

(b) class means

(c) binary groups

Figure 5.2: Labeling the datapoints of a multi-class set of datapoints to form a binary set of datapoints. For simplicity this problem is illustrated in 2D problem space but it is straightforward to
generalize to a higher dimensional problem space. Given datapoints of 5 classes (a) we calculate
the mean of each class and find the most distant means (b). The two most distant means are labeled
A and B respectively and the other means are labeled either A or B depending on their distances
to A and B. Finally after all means are labeled, the data points of each corresponding mean are
divided into two clusters A and B ready for binary classification (c). Internally each cluster could
then be recursively classified if it contains more the 1 class within.
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Portfolio Design

For some types of problems, a single algorithm will not necessarily perform optimally across the
entire problem space [4, 159]. Machine learning can be applied to learn a good mapping from
the problem space to the algorithm space using extracted features from the problem space [90]. A
training phase is used to learn the performance of each algorithm, and the model obtained from
this phase is then used to predict the performance of the algorithms on new problems.
During our initial simulation experiments, we noticed that different trust prediction methods seem
to perform well under various conditions. Hence, leveraging the entire portfolio of algorithms may
be a robust strategy for trust prediction. To do this we use adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) and to
extend this classification technique to a multi-class problem, using the method described in the
previous section. The core features given to our intelligent decision maker are:
• Hour: The hour of the day when the prediction is being performed
• Weekday: The day of the week in which the prediction is being performed
• Fusion Method: The trust-based fusion method being employed (max trust or weighted
averaging)
• Section Identifier: The identifier of the parking lot section where occupancy prediction is
being performed.
The algorithm selection portfolio system comes in two configurations, the classification and regression configurations. In the classification configuration, the features are used to decide which
trust-based prediction method to use. We train the AdaBoost classifier with 7 days worth of adaptation data (7 days after the trust prediction algorithm training, if any, is finished). The classifier
maps the data to six possible classes: the majority vote class (labeled as 0) and the five other trust
prediction algorithms described in Chapter 4. If the portfolio chooses the majority vote method to
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predict parking occupancy (i.e., label ’0’ is chosen by the classifier), the beta reputation model is
then used for updating the trustworthiness of users
In the regression configuration, the outcome of both the trust-based tag fusion and the majority
vote are concatenated with the core features and this data is then mapped to the occupancy level
(1–3). In the regression configuration the beta reputation model is always used for updating the
estimates of user trustworthiness. Figure 5.3 illustrates the two configurations.

Figure 5.3: Two possible algorithm selection configurations. In the classification configuration
(left), the selector is responsible for choosing one of the algorithms in the portfolio based on a set
of core features (e.g., hour of the day, day of the week). That algorithm is then used to predict the
occupancy of the parking selection and to update the user trust levels. In the regression configuration (right), the core features, along with the results of all algorithms, are sent to the selector, and
the selector is ultimately responsible for predicting the section occupancy. The trustworthiness of
the users is always updated with the top-performing beta reputation system.

Such portfolio can be systematically designed in two ways:

• Classification: This configuration of the portfolio receives the core features of our scenario
and decides whether to use the majority vote or a trust based fusion method to predict the occupancy of the parking section and also which trust prediction algorithm to update user trust
based on the predicted occupancy. In our project this portfolio is multi-class AdaptiveBoost75

ing classifier that is trained by 7 days worth of adaptation data (7 days after trust prediction
algorithm training is finished) and maps the data to 6 possible classes: the majority vote class
(labeled as 0) and 5 other trust prediction algorithms.
• Regression: This configuration of the algorithm is very similar to the Classification configuration, however the difference is that the outcomes of all trust-based algorithms and the
majority vote are concatenated with the core features and the data is then mapped to 3 possible classes representing the 3 possible occupancy levels.

Results

As described in Chapter 4, the performance of the trust prediction is reported as the complement
of the average trust prediction errors. Figure 5.4 compares the trust prediction results for all the
methods in a scenario with standard values for user adoption, user activity, and population trust
as well as scenarios with low user adoption, low tagging rate, and untrustworthy users. Note that
in the standard condition despite the fact that the performance of the selection portfolio and beta
techniques are very close, the beta reputation method performs slightly better. The beta reputation
system is more robust to less data (lower user adoption and low tagging rate), whereas the Gompertz model is good when the reported information has high variance, due to low quality workers.
On the other hand Figure 5.5 illustrates the occupancy prediction results for algorithms mentioned
in Chapter 4. In all scenarios, at least one of the algorithm selection portfolios outperforms all
other individual methods and significantly outperforms the majority vote baseline that does not
utilize trust information at all. The classification configuration tends to work better when relatively
large quantities of data is available or in the case of having highly trusted users as opposed to the
regression configuration which tends to be robust to the lack of large amounts of data (ideal for our
application).
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Figure 5.4: Trust prediction results for methods presented in Chapter 4 along with the two algorithm selection portfolios. The data fusion model displayed is average trust (avg) since the data
fusion model has very little effect on trust prediction. In the standard scenario, user adoption is
25% of the campus population, tagging rate is 50%, and trustworthiness values are uniformly distributed across the population. In the low user adoption case only 1% of the population is assumed
to use the app but are assumed to be very active. On the other hand in the low tagging rate scenario
(middle left), all users are considered to be enrolled but only provide tags 1% of the time. In the
untrustworthy population case (middle right), the users exhibit a high variance in their tagging and
fall in the bottom range of reliability (1% to 9%). The beta reputation system is more robust to less
data (lower user adoption and low tagging rate), whereas the Gompertz model is good when the
data has a high variance, due to low quality workers. The portfolio methods perform relatively similar to the beta reputation method. Randomly assigning a trust value to users yields a performance
of around 50%.
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Figure 5.5: Occupancy prediction results across all combinations of trust prediction and data fusion
methods. The discount factor feature to preserve data freshness was activated for all methods
(including the majority vote baseline) in all scenarios. In the standard scenario, user adoption
is 25% of the campus population, tagging rate is 50%, and trustworthiness values are uniformly
distributed across the population. In the low user adoption case only 1% of the population is
assumed to use the app. In the low tagging rate scenario, users only provide tags 1% of the time.
In the untrustworthy population case, the users exhibit a high variance in their tagging and fall in
the bottom range of reliability (1% to 9%). As evident, at least one of the two selection portfolio
configurations outperform all other methods.
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CHAPTER 6: USER STUDY

Based on our survey of related work, we decided to embed a game with a public scoreboard into our
mobile phone application and to offer in-game benefits for reporting on parking lot occupancy. We
created preliminary implementations of three different types of games: cannon targeting, territory
conquest, and an endless runner. The endless runner game, Hungry Hero, received the best initial
feedback so we decided to deploy that game.
Hungry Hero [134] is a 2D open source game developed by Hemanth Sharma, that we modified for
our application. Due to their quick gameplay and high level of audience familiarity, endless runner
games are a good choice as the basis for an engaging mobile phone app and have been popular
since the success of Flappy Bird. Figure 6.1 shows a segment of the game play in which the player
controls a superhero flying onward. The player moves the avatar left and right, enabling the hero
to avoid dangerous flying obstacles and collect treasure (koins). The game objective is to collect
the most koins while traveling as far as possible on a limited budget of lives.
The hero can acquire two other types of objects: 1) coffees, which stimulate the hero to fly faster
and provide damage resistance against collisions; 2) mushrooms, which pull valuable objects toward the hero. The effect of these items is temporary and will only last a few seconds. To encourage
users to provide as many tags as possible to the system, each parking report increments an in-game
element called a star. The user can consume their collected stars in exchange for a maximum of
10 extra lives, 25 extra mushrooms or 25 extra coffees.
During every round of game-play the hungry hero starts with two lives which can be lost through
colliding with harmful obstacles. After the hero’s death, the two scores (collected koins and distance traveled) are added to the user’s previous scores, and the user is presented with the option
to quit or play again. Participants were provided 50 rounds of free game-play in order to learn
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the game; after these rounds are expended, users need to submit parking reports in order to earn
more lives. The top three users for each score group (collected koins and distance traveled) are displayed on a score board. Being a top scorer requires a combination of earning many lives through
consistent parking reports and effective play to score highly on koins and distance gained per life.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1: The embedded endless runner game (Hungry Hero) (a) along with the resources view
and campus scoreboard (b). This game consists of a main character that flies across the screen
going through collectible items (koins) and avoiding obstacles. Collisions with obstacles result in
the loss of lives. Throughout the game, the hero will be given the option to collect relatively rare
game objects called mushrooms and coffees. A mushroom will attract all the koins thus increasing
the points the user achieves. Consuming coffees will increase the hero’s flying speed and make the
hero resistant to obstacles. Both the koins and the distance traveled will be compared against the
achievements of other users and will be displayed in the scoreboard. Submitting parking reports
through the main app earns the user mushrooms, coffees, and lives.
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Usage Patterns

During the first month of the release, about 1600 people (2.6% of the people on the mailing list)
signed up for the study.

Figure 6.2: The total signups (top) and submitted parking reports (bottom) over the initial month

Figure 6.3: The number of active users in the first 11 weeks since the launch of Kpark. From
a crowdsourcing point of view, active users are users who submit at least one tag report in that
particular week. However, in the mobile app development world, an active user is an individual
that uses the basic functionality of the app (in this case viewing the parking occupancy map).
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Most account signups occurred immediately after the email announcement, but we are continuing
to receive a couple of signups per day (Figure 6.2). As predicted, motivating users to submit reports
is more challenging. Only 129 users (8% of the app users) were sufficiently committed to submit
reports, which fell significantly short of our 1% user participation rate.

(a) Parking list Individual Sections

(b) Parking views per Garage

Figure 6.4: The weekly parking views (a) and the most viewed parking lots (b) based on the first
11 weeks since the launch of Kpark. In Figure (a) two metrics are shown. The first metric is
the number of times all parkings were viewed as a parking list or the campus parking map, vs.
individually viewing the occupancy in a specific section. The user needs to click on a parking to
view the predicted occupancy of its sections thus the number of parking views is a subset of the list
views. In Figure (b), a breakdown of views by parking section is shown. Parking garages D1, D2
and C1 are viewed most often since they are the closest parkings to the departments of engineering,
business administration and the student union.

On average, active users submit 1 tag per weekday, which is higher than our target rate of 1 report
per week. More than 2800 tags were submitted for 351 parking sections on the main campus.
Due to the relatively low number of active users and high number of parking sections, less than
0.02 tags were submitted for each section per hour which makes it impossible to reply achieve
accurate parking prediction in cases when the agent-based model is incorrect. The amount of data
received per section per hour is about fifty times less than the data flow necessary to achieve good
quality parking occupancy prediction for the size of the campus. To study app usage patterns, we
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characterized active users as being participants who either used the app 1) to view the lot occupancy
or 2) reported on parking section occupancy. The number of these two categories of active users
in the first 11 weeks since the app release is presented in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.5: The frequency of report submissions plotted across hours of the day (top) and the days
of the week (bottom). Tag 1 denotes sections that are mostly empty, Tag 2 sections are greater than
half full, and Tag 3 is used to mark completely filled sections.

The same principle exists when observing the number of times parking occupancies were viewed
during the first 10 weeks since the launch of Kpark (Figure 6.4(a)). Just like the number of active
users, there seems to be a huge peak of views of parking lists in the first week of the release (due
to the enthusiasm of users) and after that we see a relative stabilization in parking views. The
parking views (and app usage in general) tends to slow down at the end of the semester due to
to the reduced student on-campus presence. In addition, Figure 6.4(b) presents the most popular
parking areas within the first 10 weeks of the app release. Parking garages D1, D2 and C1 are
the most popular since they are located close to the highly populated engineering and business
administration buildings.
Figure 6.5 shows the time patterns of parking report submissions, by time of day and day of week.
The majority of parking reports occur around 10am when students are arriving on campus and
reporting many full lots. There is also a small peak at 4pm as students leave campus for the day.
Since parking is rarely a problem on Friday and weekends, report submissions are predictably
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low on those days; fortunately, our agent-based model can accurately forecast those days without
additional data.

Reporting Habits of Gamers

To study the effects of introducing a gaming option into the application, we analyzed the differences in usage patterns between users who finished at least one round of the game (gamers), users
who contributed tags to the system (taggers), and people who did both. During the month, 178
users completed one round of the game (gamers), 135 participants submitted reports (taggers),
53 people did both, out of a total of 260 active users who either gamed or reported (Figure 6.7).
Though the game was clearly of interest to the users, there appears to be little to no correlation
between tag submission and game-play, based on the Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.2689 between the number of tags submitted and the number of completed game rounds. Introduction of
the game into the app appears to have little effect on the quantity of the data reported.
On average, users who played the game at least once provided 15.47 tags and obtained a dataquality score of 1.878 whereas gamers provided an average of 27.58 tags and received a dataquality score of 3.474. This indicates that the quality of the gamer data remains high, and the
app is not receiving low-quality data from gamers submitting poor parking reports to gain in-game
benefits.
We distributed a survey to all the users who signed up for the study and received 21 responses. One
key issue was that half of the participants were unaware of the existence of the game embedded
in the app; we plan to modify the app design to make the game option more visible in the menu
system. Disappointingly, none of the respondents had ever knowingly benefited from in-game
rewards or had deliberately visited the parking lots to gain in-game rewards.
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Figure 6.6(a) illustrates the number of game sessions (2 lives of the hungry hero) played in the
first 10 weeks following the release of Kpark. Initially a peak of game plays is witnessed following by a relatively stable pattern of game plays. The same pattern is observed in the number of
game elements “purchased” by gamers from cashing in the stars earned by submitting tags (Figure
6.6(b)). Other than the second week, coffees were more popular than mushrooms which shows that
generally users prefer the main character of the game to travel a longer distance and be resistant to
obstacles rather than being able to collect a large quantity of koins.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6: Game play sessions and added game elements per week for the first 10 weeks since the
launch of Kpark.

A second question of interest is the quality of data submitted by gamers vs. non-gamers. Rather
than relying on majority voting techniques, our system attempts to estimate worker quality and
use that information in the aggregation mechanism. The data quality score is a score given to
each tag report that represents the predicted accuracy of that tag. This number depends on several
parameters: the tag, tagging time, data-quality score of those who tagged the same section in the
past, and also the dynamics of the parking section.
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Figure 6.7: The left figure shows the number of reports (tags) submitted vs. the number of times
the game was completed, and the right side shows the relative size of gamer vs. tagger categories.

Realtime Prediction Modeling

The data flow of user reports varies substantially based on the time of day and day of the week. In
some cases (the early evening), the low data flow occurs because there are few students on campus;
however in other cases, there are dips in the data flow because the lots are already completely full
and few people are entering/exiting the parking garages. The simple data freshness adaptation
cannot distinguish between these two states. Our proposed real-time method asynchronously fuses
reports and uses not only the trust of users who submitted the tags, but also how long ago they
were submitted; it includes a tunable decay constant (σ) that ensures a continuous data freshness
through time. Our proposed real-time fusion algorithm works as follows.
Given the set U of tag updates u1 , u2 , ..., uN submitted for a parking section within a timeframe of
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4 hours, the predicted occupancy of that section is calculated as:

O=I+

N
X
νi (ui − I)

(6.1)

∆tσ

i=1

where ∆t is the time difference in minutes between the current time and the time the ith update
was made, σ is a decay constant representing garage turnover, and I is the minimum occupancy
level (I = 1). The validity of the report is calculated by:

νi = τ i

N
Y

(1 − τj )

(6.2)

j=i+1

where τi is the trustworthiness of the user who made the update i, and every user report within
a time frame of 4 hours is considered in reverse order. The intuition is that earlier reports from
more trustworthy users challenge the validity of the current report more than reports from less
trustworthy users. All user trustworthiness values are initialized to 50% (0.5). After a report, the
trustworthiness is then updated by the following:

τi =

tanh(si /ϕ) + 1
2

(6.3)

where si is the data-quality score of user i and ϕ is the score coefficient constant which affects the
magnitude of trust change. The data-quality score si itself depends on whether the users agreed
on the tag. If the reported tag is the predicted value, the user’s data-quality score will increase
γ
∆t

× λpromote and if the user is a dissenter his/her score will decrease by

γ
∆t

× λpunish × (ui − O),

where γ is the certainty coefficient constant. Note that λpunish is usually greater than λpromote which
causes participants to lose trust quicker than they obtain it [84]. Note that in cases where there is
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no recent report, there is little modification to the user’s trustworthiness.
All of the constants were tuned to maximize the performance. The constant λpromote is always set
to be equal to 1. The tuning of the other four constants was done using Monte Carlo optimization;
the final values of λpunish , γ (certainty coefficient), ϕ (score coefficient) and σ (decay) were 3.7646,
7.1655, 0.7852 and 0.0017 respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.8: The predicted occupancy levels of a parking section generated using the real-time data
fusion algorithm over a timeframe of 40 minutes with constant values of λpromote = 1, λpunish = 2,
γ = 0.257, and σ = 1.7 (a) vs. σ = 0.1 (b). Modifying the tunable decay parameter σ affects the
length of time that a user report affects the parking lot occupancy prediction.

To better illustrate this process, we provide a simple example of a timeframe of 40 minutes where 5
reports are made on a parking section by 4 users. Figure 6.8(a) illustrates the predicted occupancy
of the parking section over time. The first report was made by user 1 5 minutes after the start
(tag=3) and at mark 20 minutes user 2 reported tag=2. Finally users 3, 4, and again 3 reported
tag values of 1, 3, and 3 at times 27, 35 and 38 respectively. Our initial estimate of the users’
trustworthiness is 95%, 55%, 50% and 70%. The real-time data fusion process with constant
values of λpromote = 1, λpunish = 2, γ = 0.257 and σ = 1.7 was used to update the occupancy
probability of the parking section and also update the user trustworthiness. At the conclusion of
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40 minutes the trustworthiness of users 1 to 4 has been updated to 94.21%, 53.72%, 48.07% and
67.79%. User 3’s trust level fluctuates slightly between successive reports, moving from an initial
50% to 50.64% and finally to 48.07%.
Figure 6.8(b) illustrates the performance of the occupancy prediction with a decay of σ = 0.1.
In this scenario, once all users submit their tag reports their trustworthiness levels are updated to
values 91.29%, 57.43%, 47.52% and 61.09%. As shown in Figure 6.8 the real-time data fusion
method can help ensure that the user receives a reasonable estimate of parking lot occupancy even
in cases when no reports have been submitted to the system for some time.

Figure 6.9: The changes of trust values for 5 randomly selected users with more than 100 submitted
tags. As illustrated, the changes of the user trustworthiness is a result of not only deviation from the
consensus in reporting parking occupancy, but also when the other user reports (if any) occurred.

The realtime trust update method described was implemented and deployed as the backend of
Kpark. It was responsible for using the most recent tags submitted by users in order to predict the
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occupancy of the desired section and update the users’ trustworthiness appropriately. Figure 6.9
illustrates the trust level of some randomly selected users among very active users (more than 100
submitted tags) after each submitted tag.
Users will gain or lose trust according to not only how different their tag reports are from the
predicted occupancy of the section, but also how recent their tag submission was relatively to the
other submitted tags. If the users’ tag was the only tag on the section in quite some time, the
changes in trustworthiness is minimal, explaining the often long periods of time where the users’
trust level remains constant despite the large quantity of tags submitted by the user.

Evaluation

After conducting some initial tests on a small group during the spring and summer, we did a full
release on September 17th, 2014 by announcing the free mobile app on an email list that reaches
60,000 campus denizens. Additionally the app received some spontaneous coverage by several
campus news outlets. Table 6.1 presents the statistics of the smartphone app usage since the release
date.

Table 6.1: Mobile phone app usage statistics for the first semester since the release of Kpark
Participants
Tag reports
Sections
Active users (at least 1 tag)
Active user Ratio
Avg tags / active user / day
Days Of Release
Avg tags / section / hour
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1615
3073
351
135
0.0835
0.2646
86
0.0072

To perform our user study, we made the parking availability prediction app freely available for
the IOS and Android platforms and announced the existence of the app through a mass campus
email to all the students. At this time, participants are able to use the app in an unlimited fashion
without providing any parking reports. There was enthusiastic response, and articles about the app
appeared in several campus publications. Table 6.1 presents the overall statistics of the smartphone
app usage since the release date.
To evaluate the occupancy prediction of our deployed app, we compare the app’s predictions to
hourly campus parking lot usage statistics independently collected from parking services. Figure 6.10 shows the results of this evaluation. The results of the deployed app closely match the
results from our simulated model, with the portfolio (regression variant) again exhibiting the best
performance. The improvement relative to the majority vote baseline was even higher than predicted by the simulation. The real-time data fusion method performed respectively well and narrowly outperformed the beta-reputation system.
The following list summarizes the pros and cons of the different methods:
• Beta Reputation Model: Fast to compute, performs acceptably well, and requires no training. Is outperformed by the other methods at occupancy prediction but performs equivalently
well at trust prediction.
• Real-time Data Fusion:

Improves on the beta reputation system. Requires parameter

tuning to perform well. Is potentially more robust to low data flow rates since it propagates
user reports from earlier time periods.
• Portfolio: Produces the best occupancy prediction results for all population groups in both
simulation and the real data. Requires extensive training and may potentially perform poorly
in cases when the simple data freshness technique too aggressively resets the section occupancy levels. The regression variant is generally the better performer.
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Figure 6.10: Occupancy prediction results for deployed application on real data. All our proposed
techniques improve on the performance of the beta reputation system, with the portfolio (regression) approach being the top performer.

It’s important to understand whether gamifying Kpark had a positive effect on user data flow. Do
gamers submit more tag reports? Are they performing more accurately than users who don’t play
the game? In order to evaluate the effect of gamification on the quantity and quality of users, some
statistics of Kpark specifically comparing gamers to non-gamers is presented in table 6.2.
Based on table 6.2, it’s six times more likely for a gamer to submit a tag report compared to a nongamer. In addition, a gamer tends to be 61% more active than a non-gamer in terms of submitting
information. Despite the fact that gamers (users who played the game at least once) are only 11%
of the total users, they have submitted half of the reports and have a trustworthiness score that is 1.5
higher than non-gamers. Though statistics show positive results of gamifying Kpark, the additional
submitted tags might not be because of the existence of the Hungry Hero game, but simply due to
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Table 6.2: Performance comparison of gamers and non-gamers
Item
Number of users
Users with tag reports
Average submitted tags
Fraction of all tags
Average trustworthiness score

Gamers
183 (11%)
57 (31.14%)
26.737
1524 (49.93%)
1.026 ± 4.17

Non-gamers
1509 (89%)
92 (6%)
16.608
1528 (50.07%)
-0.466 ± 22.77

higher enthusiasm of students to use Kpark.

User Feedback

On October 2014, a survey was conducted on Kpark users. The objective of the survey was to
evaluated the performance of Kpark and the level of satisfaction of its user-base. In addition, some
feedback from the Kpark game (Hungry Hero) was requested. Figure 6.11 displays the survey
results. In addition to the survey, some feedback/reviews were made of Kpark, either submitted
through Kpark itself, or placed on the mobile app stores as a review.
Some of the feedback was positive: most the users like the idea of crowdsourcing parking occupancy/vacancy on campus. On the other hand some users complained about technical difficulties
regarding the functionality of the app, such as delays in the signup process (due to heavy server
traffic), or problems scrolling text (on some devices). Very few of the reviewers were dissatisfied
by the performance of Kpark. One of the reviewers expected to see immediate updates on parking section occupancy as soon as he reported a parking tag. Appendix “USER FEEDBACK” lists
some of the comments made through Kpark itself.
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Summary

This chapter presents an evaluation of the utility of using a game to motivate participation in a
large community-sensing campaign for real-time tracking of parking lot occupancy. We provided
the users with a freely available mobile app for reporting data that included a simple endless runner
game. Participants were rewarded with in-game benefits for submitting parking reports, and the
leading gamers were displayed on a scoreboard. Although the study was quite popular among
students, there was no correlation between gaming and reporting activity. The quality of the data
submitted by the gamers was quite high, with no evidence that gamers were submitting poor data to
gain in-game benefits. One finding was that half of the total data was gathered by 10% of the users,
indicating that focused efforts to increase the reporting rate of the active minority may yield greater
reporting rate increases than attempting to appeal to the broadest possible user base. Despite some
technical glitches that were fixed right after the launch, the overall ratio of information flow to the
number of section-hours that require information is extremely low, making the app solely reliant
on information provided by humans a bad idea. Combining some automated dataflow along with
other methods of incentivization, such as a better embedded game, could potentially increase the
practical usability of the Kpark system.
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Figure 6.11: The results of the survey conducted in October 2014. A total of 8 questions was
answered by 21 Kpark users and the figures above illustrate the responses obtained.
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CHAPTER 7: CODE ANALYSIS

In this chapter, a brief description of the source code of the mobile (Chapter 4) and all the serverside code is provided. First the mobile application, its cross platform creation, and its deployment will be described briefly. The mobile app intercommunicates with a webservice in order to
read/write information (i.e. accessing parking information, submitting reports) onto the database.
Simultaneously an autonomous application directly connects to the very same database in order to
fuse user reports, update parking occupancies during certain time intervals and update user trust
values.

Kpark Mobile Application

Kpark [40, 41, 42] is the name of the smartphone application (app) described in Chapter 4. From
the beginning of the project, the goal was to design an app compatible with the Apple IOS [78] and
the Google Android [79] mobile operating systems since as of 2014 the majority of people who
own a smartphone use one of these two mobile operating systems.
The obvious approach was to develop the app on a cross-platform mobile framework in order to
save time. The app was developed using ActionScript 3.0 [76], built on top of the open-source
Starling and Feathers SDKs [61, 148] and compiled using Adobe Integrated Runtime (AIR) for
mobile [77]. The mobile application was designed to satisfy the following purposes:

1. User authentication: Based on the algorithms described in Chapter 4, information coming
from the mobile application is user specific, thus authenticating users is vital. The app
initially enables users to register their email and desired password into the system and then
either login or change/reset their password. Once logged in, the user unique identifier is
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securely stored on the phone’s memory and is active until the user closes the app. This
unique identifier is then used for all user operations (i.e. sending/receiving data to the server)
as opposed to the email address itself in order to increase security and decrease data usage.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.1: Once the users have signed in to the app, they will be given the option to see the
predicted occupancy levels of various parking lots/garages either in as a list (a) or on a map (b).
If the user wishes to see more detail about the parking occupancy situation, they can chose their
desired parking lot/garage and witness the occupancy of each section within each floor (c). If the
users decide to provide feedback about the occupancy level of a section they can switch on the tag
mode of the sections view and report the occupancy status of each section of choice (d).

2. Viewing parking occupancies: One of the main objectives of the app and the most important reason students use the app is to view predicted parking occupancies calculated using the
techniques described in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. After logging into the app, users are given the
option to see the predicted occupancy values for parking lots/garages either in the form of an
alphabetically sorted list (Figure 7.1(a)) or on a map (Figure 7.1(b)). The occupancy of each
parking lot/garage is the average of all available section occupancies within that lot/garage.
If a parking section has not had any reported tags for a number of hours, its occupancy is
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listed as ‘Not Available’.
3. Viewing/updating section occupancies: Since parking lots/garages are often too big, users
may need more details of occupancy levels within the lot/garage itself. Each parking complex is divided into virtual sections that consist of a number of parking spots and the predicted occupancies of these entities can be viewed (Figure 7.1(c)) and/or updated after the
user chooses a certain parking lot/garage. The occupancy of each section is visually represented by colors ranging from green (vacant) to red (occupied) and the user can report a tag
value of a section after sliding the ‘tag mode’ to ‘on’ (Figure 7.1(d)).
4. Playing the Hungry Hero game: In the next section, the embedded game will be described
in detail.

Hungry Hero Game

In order to provide non-monetized incentives to users to participate more in the workflow of the
system (Chapter 6), an open source flash game called ’Hungry Hero’ [134] was embedded into the
mobile application. The original game was designed to operate within a browser and was fixed in
dimensions. The adaptation process required some steps to embed the open source game into the
app, steps including but not limited to dynamic resizing of textures to fit different mobile screen
sizes, adapting touch coordinates to match various screen sizes and synchronizing game elements
with various user specific elements of the Kpark system.
Hungry Hero is an infinite runner class game (Figure 6.1(a)) in which the player flies the main
character through a set of edible items (koins) and avoids a set of flying obstacles. Once the game
is started, the hero is given 2 lives and loses a life by colliding with an obstacle. After the hero has
lost both lives, the distance the hero has traveled and also the number of koins collected is saved
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in the database and is used to determine if the user is among the top 3 users on the two designated
koins and distance scoreboards.
Upon registration, each user is offered an initial 50 lives to start. Once a user submits a tag report,
they receive a game element called a ‘star’ (which was added to the original game source code).
Depending on the user’s trustworthiness level calculated using techniques described in Chapter 4,
the user can purchase a number of lives, or game elements such ‘mushrooms’ or ‘coffees’. The
mushroom and coffee affect the user’s score in different ways. A mushroom will cause all the koins
to quickly move towards the main character thus increasing the number of edible items the hero
consumes. A coffee will increase the flying speed of the character and also makes him resistant to
obstacles enabling the hero to travel a greater distance. Once a game element (mushroom, coffee
or life) is used, a notification of the change is stored in the database. The score boards and also the
number of currently available game elements can be viewed within the app (Figure 6.1(b))

Database Design

All the information necessary to make Kpark function is stored in an online MySQL database.
MySQL [37] is an open source relational DBMS (database management system) capable of executing SQL queries in a very efficient manner. Having an efficient design can improve the app’s
overall performance. On the other hand, storing all potentially useful information can pave the
way to future research.
For designing a high performance database, the entities within the system along with their properties of interest have to be specified first. Then the relations between these entities have to be
identified in such way that not only optimizes query execution runtime, but also minimizes the
chance of relational mistakes while maintaining security. The following will describe each entity
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in detail and later on the relation between the entities will be explained.

Entity Declaration

The first and foremost entity of importance within the system is the user. The user table must be
able to store information necessary for authentication, data quality measurements, and game-play.
The user entity has the following properties:

• User Identity (ID): Each user is given a unique identification integer upon creation that will
represent the user for all other entities. While the argument that the user’s username/email
might also be unique, using the relatively longer string to identify users is not only computationally expensive, but jeopardizes the users’ private information.
• Username: In this project, the user’s email is stored as their username. Having the email as
an individual’s username will better help them remember their username during sign-in and
also saves database space since the email of users has to be stored for password recovery.
• Password: This string will be required by the user to login to the app.
• Rank: an integer that correlates to the user rank (if available). The rank of a user increases
based on his/her predicted trustworthiness.
• Trust: The predicted trustworthiness of an individual.
• Score: The predicted data-quality score of the user.
• Data joined: The date and time in which the user account was initially created.
• Last login: The date and time in which the user last logged in. If users have never logged
in, this feature will be listed as ‘0000-00-00 00:00:00’.
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• Gaming information: A set of features that includes information about the users’ gaming activity (i.e. lives left, total koins collected, total distance traveled, current available
mushrooms, coffees and stars). See Chapter 6 for more details.

As mentioned earlier, viewing the occupancy of parking garages and section is the most common
reason users might use the app thus making the design of these two entities very important since a
lot of data will be requested from these tables. The parking entity has the following properties:

• Parking ID: A unique identifier for each parking lot/garage.
• Name: The name of the parking as displayed in the app to users (i.e. “Parking B6”, “Garage
H”).
• Group: A string indicating the group of parking lots/garages in which the specific lot or
garage belongs to. For instance parking areas C, C1, C2 and C3 all belong to the group C.
• Floors: The number of floors available in the parking area.
• Sections: An integer that shows the number of sections in all floors. In this project it’s
assumed that all floors of a garage have identical floor maps.
• Is a Garage or not: A boolean that’s only true if the parking area is a garage.
• Latitude and Longitude: The coordinates of the center of the parking area, to be displayed
on the map.
• Occupancy probability: The predicted occupancy of the entire parking structure, which is
calculated by averaging all valid section occupancies.

In addition to the occupancy level of the parking lot/garage, users are given the option to identify
more probable areas for vacant spaces within the parking structure. Once the user clicks on a
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certain garage, and chooses his/her desired floor, the sections of that floor along with their predicted
occupancy are displayed to the user. The section entity has the following features:

• Section ID: The unique identifier of the section.
• Parking: The unique identifier of the parking lot/garage that this section is located in.
• Floor: The floor in which this section is on.
• Number: A number associated with the section that is used by the app to color the correct
area of the parking. In the previous design of Kpark the number of the section was displayed
to the user. The main difference between this feature and the unique ID is that this number
is associated with that section in a specific floor of a parking structure as opposed to the ID
which is unique to every section in the table.
• Occupancy probability:

The predicted occupancy of the section based on tag reports

submitted for this section.
• Last update date:

The date and time in which the occupancy of this section was last

updated.

After viewing the occupancy of each section within a floor of a parking lot/garage, the user has the
option to submit an occupancy tag report (a number ranging from 1 to 3 based on how occupied
the section is). These tag reports have to be stored in the database for further processing by the
backend, which brings us to our entries entity:

• Entry ID: The unique identifier of a user tag report.
• User ID: The ID of the user submitting the report.
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• Section ID: The ID of the section being reported on.
• Date: The date and time that the report was saved.
• Occupancy tag: The level of occupancy that the user has reported.
• Has been processed: A boolean which is only false if the backend has not yet processed this
entry. The backend gets executed at an interval of a few minutes. In order to reward/punish
users for their tag only once, the entries are marked as processed once the user’s trust has
been updated.

In addition to the entities already mentioned, the final entity vital to Kpark is the actions entity. This
logs any event or action performed by the users, ranging from signing up, logging in to the app, or
playing the game. To store this information the actions entity needs the following properties:

• Action ID: The unique identifier of an action made in the app.
• User ID: The ID of the user making the action.
• Action: The string indicating the kind of action made in the app.
• Date: The date and time that the action was made.

Relationships Between Entities

Here the relationship between the entities will be discussed in more detail. There are three major
classes of relationships between tables in a relational database:

• One-to-One: A record of a table can be related to one and only one record of another table.
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• One-to-Many: A record of a table can be related to many records of another table. For
these types of relations, if entities A and B have a One-to-Many relationship, the ID of a
record in A would be a property of all related records in B. This ID is also known as the
foreign key.
• Many-to-Many: If entities A and B are in a Many-to-Many relationship, a record in table
A could be related to many records in table B, also a record in table B can be related to many
records in table A. In this case a third table C is created, and the keys of all records in both A
and B are stored within.

In the Kpark database, the Parkings and Sections have a One-to-Many relation since one parking
can have many sections, but one section can’t be assigned to more than one parking area. The
same is true for the User and Action entities since a user can be responsible for many action
records but an action identity is assigned to only one user. The User and Section entities have a
Many-to-Many relationship since a user can submit reports to more than one section and a section
can receive reports by multiple users; as mentioned earlier a third table (in this case the Entries
table) is defined to store all these user-section connections. Figure 7.2 illustrates the relationships.

Web Services

The Windows Communication Foundation (WCF [110]) technology was used to develop services
that receive requests from the app in Json format. One of the advantages of utilizing WCF is
that multiple end-points for sending and receiving data can be defined for the same code base, so
that if Kpark later upgrades all its client-server communications to web-sockets rather than HTTP
requests, the same code base can be used as webservices which tremendously saves in development
time.
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Figure 7.2: The relationships between database entities in the Kpark database. The User and
Action entities have a one-to-many relation since a user can perform more than one action. On a
similar note, the Parking and Section entities also have a one-to-many relation since a parking area
can have multiple sections whereas a section can only be assigned to one parking. On the other
hand, the relation between the User and Section entities is a many-to-many relationship since a
user can tag multiple sections and also a section can be tagged by multiple users. To store this
kind of information, a third entity, the Entry, is defined to store connections between a user and a
section.

Summary

In this chapter some aspects of designing and developing the Kpark system were introduced. First I
presented an overview of the core features of the Kpark mobile app before discussing the development process. The next section presents an overview of various entities within the Kpark database
and the relationship between those entities. As of the end of 2014, Kpark is freely available on the
Android and IOS app stores [41, 42].
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION

In this dissertation I introduced several methods for user modeling in a participatory sensing framework by predicting future user locations and modeling movement patterns; I also presented a portfolio of algorithms to improve the accuracy of user-provided data. I compared my methods to the
state of the art and demonstrated my methods outperform previous work.
In the era where smartphones are more affordable and advanced than ever, a cost effective crowdsourced framework for sensing the environment can be built on a scale far greater than conventional
sensing can achieve. Modeling the users (information providers) of a participatory sensing framework can not only improve the quality of data received from users but can also help us understand
their movement patterns. Combining these models can result in an accurate understanding of the
environment which in turn could have large financial benefits on a local, national, and even on a
global scale.
It wasn’t until recent years that crowdsourcing via mobile devices became economically feasible.
Despite the advances in this field, further research needs to be done. This dissertation focuses
solely on information provided by users and excludes the use of any automatically generated data
by the mobile device. Future work could include combining user data with the devices’ sensor data
in order to utilize the full potential of the mobile entities (the device and the user).
This dissertation presented the Kpark system, which was designed to allow users to submit parking
occupancy information about the parking lots/garages on the UCF main campus. Despite the large
quantity of data submitted to the Kpark database in the first few weeks since releasing the app,
user participation dropped dramatically for three main reasons. The first reason for the drop of
dataflow is the reduction of students driving to campus due to student dropouts and transfers from
classes. The second reason for the decrease of user reports is the fact that students gradually adapt
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to the weekly and hourly parking patterns without the help of any external notification (i.e. Kpark,
UCF parking counters, word of mouth) and thus will not need to use Kpark for identifying vacant
parking. The third reason is based on the nature of crowdsourcing applications, once less data is
submitted to the system, the systems’ performance decreases thus making it less usable for the
existing user-base, thus causing the exponential decrease of data-flow witnessed in Chapter 6.
The idea that the trust/occupancy prediction methods lack the required accuracy to correctly predict
parking occupancy levels is false as proven by simulated data presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. One
huge challenge faced by Kpark is the fact that the number of parking sections (entities in need of
crowdsourced data) is far greater than the number of tags per time unit per section (information
provided by active users). In other words, in order to provide stable occupancy predictions for all
parking sections on campus, the number of tags received by the system needs to be more than 50X
of what was received since the launch of Kpark in September 2014.
Two possible approaches to overcome this problem are: 1) preventing non-active users from using
the app and 2) utilizing automatically generated information from the mobile devices’ sensors. The
latter strategy could use the geolocation information from mobile devices to produce an occupancy
probability map for all parking structures on campus based on the traffic density of devices around
parking lots/garages. Parking events could be detected using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) or
the more complex dynamic Bayes network (DBN) based on the speed transitions of each device
in order to determine when the user stops driving and starts walking. With this method not only
could traffic density around various lots/garages be calculated but also the rough location of where
the user has parked his/her car can be offered as an incentive for them to install the app. One huge
advantage of this method is its ability to gather data in the background without the need of any
direct human participation.
While seemingly ideal, automatic content gathering of geolocation data raises some privacy con-
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cerns. Privacy issues are not new in the participatory sensing field. The Kpark app has multiple
precautions to ensure the safety of user privacy. The user location will never be stored anywhere
on the device, and is saved on a secure password-protected database. Additionally, the system in
general will never collect any personal information. All users will ever need to provide is an email
address (any address) and a password of their choice. This email address is assigned an identification number (ID) specific to Kpark and will never be distributed publicly. In addition to all these
measures, users are informed about the app requirements via a consent form and have the ability
to opt-out of the entire project by simply uninstalling the app from their smartphone.
A suggested approach for the future of Kpark on a (possibly) commercial level is a hybrid approach that combines the current “manual information providence” with the proposed “automated
information providence” previously described. This hybrid approach will take advantage of both
systems since the automated information retrieval techniques require AGPS (assisted GPS) trajectories to operate making them highly inaccurate for predicting occupancies within a parking
lot/garage. The advantage of a manual information retrieval approach that could be utilized in a
hybrid configuration is the ability to gather parking occupancy/vacancy information inside a parking lot/garage where sensor data quality is highly inaccurate.
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Feedback from users directly submitted through the Kpark app:

• (5 stars) “have a confirmation for creating an account.”
• (4 stars) “Great Idea!!!”
• (4 stars) “I think it would be helpful if it told which type of parking passes were allowed
where. I really like it so far and I hope more people start using it.”
• (4 stars) “the Libra garage needs to be added. But the rest seems good so far”
• (3 stars) “when i signed up it never told me i wqs succesful i just happened to try and it let
me sign in.”
• (3 stars) “Trouble logging in for the first time on signup but cool idea”
• (3 stars) “You should just put something at the entrances of the garages that counts the
number of cars that enter and exit and then have it sync to the app, showing number of full
spaces verses number of free spots available.”
• (2 stars) “I am not on campus, so I have not used it yet. However, I feel the need to point
out that there was no signup confirmation. I tapped the sign up button several times with no
response. If I had not backed out and tried my login information, I would have had no way
to know that the signup process worked. Also, this comment form will not accept comments
containing an apostrophe. It gives a mySQL error message. This is not promising for use of
the app itself.”
• (2 stars) “Need to fix signup”
• (2 stars) “Libra garage is not listed”
• (2 stars) “Libra garage is missing.”
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• (2 stars) “this app is a really cool idea in concept but im not sure user based feedback is the
best route for this app to go. for something like that to work there would already need to be
an established user base and it doesnt seem like there is much of one. maybe if there was
an easier way for user to be able to collect data rather than having to tap on everything them
selves such as some sort if automatic sensor there would be more people willing to use it.
but right now the amount of users doesnt actually make this app helpfull yet so i hope you
guys find a way!”
• (1 stars) “login page just lets you in, sign yo page doesnt hit submit and let you kniw it
worked or anything. needs instuctions on the pages to explain how to work the map or what
to do, not intuitive. maps are terrible; i recommend drawing your own layout of each lot
rather than using google map images that are blurry and confusing. finally, this text box to
submit lost my text and really needs to wrap so i can see what ive typed and exit the type
screen to get to the submit button easier.”
• (1 stars) “Navigation is unclear. User is not able to see what is an open space and what isnt.
Maybe conduct a tutorial to understand the ”Tag” feature. and even typing this comment,
being able to zoom out on an iphone is difficult.”
• (1 stars) “Nice concept but unrealistic in nature.”
• (1 stars) “Please list student handicap availabilty. We need this more than anyone!”
• (1 stars) “there could be a find my car feature... .this would give better data on spaces.....it
sems complicated to update the oarkjng info from a user perspective”
• (1 stars) “The overall layout is somewhat intuitive, but you arent even monitoring the garages
NEARLY as much as you should be. i want this app to tell me what parking spaces are free,
meaning what garage to try first. If i see that garage C if almost full ill park in A and save
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the time fighting for a spot. as i type this review it doesnt even drop down the text bar to fill
the screen, just one solid, giant line of text that is cutting off both ends. A UCF student alr”

Reviews from Google play:

• (5 stars) “Great idea but needs some improvements I was not able to login until I hit forgot
password and the app sent me a totally random password that I never used before. The other
detail that I found is that the back button should return to the previous activity and not close
the app.”
• (4 stars) “Cannot sign up. Enter email address, create password and then when I tap the
signup icon, it stays on that page. Using a Samsung galaxy note 3 android version 4.3.”
• (3 stars) “Signup Love the idea but, like everyone else, I can’t get signed up to use the app.”
• (3 stars) “Use Forgot Password to sign up Once I did that, it seems okay. The password
reset function makes zero effort to obfuscate your old or new password and once launched,
the game’s music never stops playing.”
• (2 stars) “Doesn’t Really Work Yet I had no issues signing up, however the app usually
says that all the parking information is unavailable. Even when I’m parked directly next to
a garage. I have used it once to add parking information for garage H then it stopped even
letting me do that. I’m hoping for more improvements”
• (2 stars) “Signed up with an email address and the log in credentials ask for a username. I
never created a username. Tried my email and it doesn’t work.”
• (2 stars) “Sign up problems I tried to sign up but nothing happens when i touch the sign up
button. Please tell help me so i could give it a good rate. Thanks”
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• (1 stars) “Can’t login I wanted this to work so much but I can’t sign up like everyone else.
Please fix!”
• (1 stars) “Can’t even log in Signed up, password doesn’t work. I hit ”forgot password”, but
never receive an email. App is not usable.”
• (1 stars) ‘Log in trouble I tried the forgot password like others had suggested, and was still
not able to log in. Why does there need to be a log in anyway? That will be very inconvenient
to have to do that every time. I suggest if you have to limit it to just students and/or faculty,
have an option to stay logged in.”

Reviews from the Apple app store.

• (5 stars) I just downloaded the app. It won’t allow me to create an account.
• (2 stars) Cannot get passed sin up screen. Entering email and password and sign up and
nothing happens
• (2 stars) I tried to set up an account, but after I enter in my email and create a password I
click the sign up button and it does nothing! :( I tried closing out the app and trying multiple
times but it will not let me to make an account.
• (2 stars) When trying to create an account the ”sign up” button doesn’t work, so I can’t use
the app. The fact that you need an account to use the app is pointless anyways.
• (1 stars) Won’t let me sign up
• (1 stars) Requires an account/registration. Too much hassle to see if there is any parking on
campus
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• (1 stars) The signup button doesn’t work. I would love to use this app but it won’t even let
me make an account. Oh well
• (1 stars) Unfortunately this app would not let me create an account, so I deleted the app
because I could not even log in to access the app.
• (1 stars) Put in information to sign up and it will not proceed. No error message or loading
signal, just sits there and does nothing.
• (1 stars) Won’t let me signup. Just freezes when click signup
• (1 stars) So I wanted to do service for my school and test this app. It’s a potentially great
idea. In fact, I was thinking about how someone should make an app exactly like this one
the night before it was released. The bad thing is when I tried to create my account to start
testing it, it doesn’t allow me. I input my email address, password, and repeat password,
click the Signup button and nothing happens. I tried editing the app many time and always
the same result. I’d be more than glad to test the app, but I have to be able to log into it in
order to do that.
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